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Abstract
The present work pertains to the surface science approach to heterogeneous catal-
ysis. In particular model systems for CO2 hydrogenation to methanol, and NO
selective catalytic reduction, are investigated by means of a combined approach,
where the molecular-level insight provided by a low-temperature scanning tunnel-
ing microscope is complemented by density functional theory (DFT) calculations
of their electronic structure. To this end, the Inelastic Electron Tunneling Spec-
troscopy (STM-IETS) technique was introduced for the rst time in our laboratory,
a recent development which allows to measure the vibrational spectrum of individ-
ual molecules adsorbed on a surface.
Regarding CO2, we provide single molecule imaging and characterization of
CO2/Ni(110), chemisorbed with high charge transfer from the substrate, in an ac-
tivated state that plays a crucial role in the hydrogenation process. We obtain a
detailed characterization of the adsorption geometries and an estimate of the en-
ergies corresponding to the dierent adsorbed states. A consistent picture of CO2
chemisorption on Ni(110) is provided on the basis of the newly available informa-
tion, yielding a deeper insight into the previously existing spectroscopic and theo-
retical data.
In the Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) process, nitrogen oxide is selectively
transformed to N2 by reductants such as ammonia. The specicity of this reaction
was tentatively attributed to the formation of NH3−NO coadsorption complexes, as
indicated by several surface science techniques. Here we characterize the NH3−NO
complex at the atomic scale on the (111) surface of platinum, investigating the in-
termolecular interactions that tune the selectivity. The structures that arise upon
coadsorption of NH3 and NO are analyzed in terms of adsorption sites, geometry,
energetics and charge rearrangement. An ordered 2 × 2 adlayer forms, where the
two molecules are arranged in a conguration that maximizes mutual interactions.
In this structure, NH3 adsorbs on top and NO on fcc-hollow sites, leading to a cohe-
sional stabilization of the extended layer by 0.29 eV/unit cell. The calculated vibra-
tional energies of the individually-adsorbed species and of the coadsorption struc-
ture t the experimental values found in literature within less than 6%.
The characterizations and optimizations that had to be tackled in order to suc-
cessfully perform STM-IETS measurement are eventually presented, focusing in
particular on an original method which allows to increase the achieved resolution.
Namely, the modulation broadening associated to phase-sensitive detection is re-
duced by employing a tailored modulation function, dierent from the commonly-
used sinusoid. This method is not limited to STM-IETS, but can be easily applied
whenever a lock-in amplier is used to measure a second derivative.
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Riassunto
Il presente lavoro di tesi tratta problemi di catalisi eterogenea con i metodi della
scienza delle superci. In particolare sono stati studiati sistemi-modello per l’i-
drogenazione dell’anidride carbonica a metanolo, e per la riduzione selettiva del
monossido di azoto, combinando il dettaglio molecolare fornito dalla microscopia
a scansione a eetto tunnel a bassa temperatura (LT-STM) con calcoli di struttura
elettronica basati sulla teoria del funzionale della densità (DFT). È stata anche imp-
iegata, per la prima volta nel nostro laboratorio, una recente tecnica sperimentale
che consente si misurare spettri vibrazionali di singole molecole adsorbite su una
supercie.
È stato caratterizzato l’adsorbimento di singole molecole di CO2 sulla super-
cie (111) del nichel, dove queste chemisorbono ricevendo un forte trasferimento di
carica dalla supercie. Questa specie attivata gioca un ruolo fondamentale nel pro-
cesso di idrogenazione. Sono state ottenute le geometrie di adsorbimento, assieme
ad una stima delle energie corrispondenti ai vari stati, arrivando ad un quadro co-
erente del chemisorbimento dell’anidride carbonica su Ni(110), che include anche i
dati spettroscopici e teorici esistenti.
Nel processo di riduzione selettiva del monossido di azoto (SCR) quest’ultimo
reagisce con l’ammoniaca per formare azoto molecolare. Il ruolo giocato da un com-
plesso NH3−NO nella selettività di questa reazione è stato in passato suggerito da
diverse tecniche sperimentali. Questo tipo di complesso viene qui caratterizzato su
scala microscopica sulla supercie (111) del platino, concentrandosi in particolare
sulle interazioni intermolecolari all’origine della selettività. Vengono determinati
i siti, le geometrie e l’energia di adsorbimento delle strutture derivanti dal coad-
sorbimento di NH3 ed NO. In particolare, viene a formarsi uno strato ordinato
con una periodicità 2 × 2, nel quale le due molecole sono disposte a scacchiera,
in una congurazione che massimizza le interazioni reciproche. In questa struttura,
l’ammoniaca adsorbe sui siti on-top, mentre l’NO sugli fcc-hollow, con una stabi-
lizzazione di 0.29 eV/cella unitaria derivante dalla mutua interazione. Le energie
vibrazionali calcolate sono in accordo entro il 6% con gli esperimenti riportati in
letteratura, sia nel caso delle specie adsorbite individualmente, sia nel caso del com-
plesso di coadsorbimento.
Inne, vengono dettagliate le ottimizzazione e le caratterizzazioni che sono state
necessarie per utilizzare con successo la spettroscopia STM-IETS con il nostro sis-
tema sperimentale. In particolare, viene presentato un metodo originale che perme-
tte di aumentare la risoluzione di questo tipo di misure, diminuendo l’allargamento
dovuto alla modulazione. Questo, sempre presente nelle tecniche che utilizzano un
amplicatore lock-in, viene ridotto utilizzando una funzione di modulazione ad hoc
invece della sinusoide standard. Questo metodo è generale, e può essere facilmente
applicato ogniqualvolta un amplicatore lock-in viene utilizzato per misurare una
derivata seconda.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
«A catalyst is a substance which aects the rate of a chemical reaction without being
part of its end products.» [1]. At the beginning of 19th century, Wilhelm Ostwald
dened the phenomenon of catalysis, which had been observed by chemists since
the early 1800s, and whose technical applications would have deeply shaped the 20th
and 21th centuries. Indeed, our present life would be very dierent without – for
instance – the iron-based catalysts at the heart of the Haber process for ammonia
synthesis: every year 450 × 109 kg of fertilizers are produced in this way, using for
this about 1% of the world energy supply [2]. Catalysis is ubiquitous in oil rening
processes, but also in the production and use of alternative energy vectors, such as
hydrogen; it allows the abatement of pollutants from industrial plants as well as
from motor vehicles; catalysis is involved in the 90% of the production of chemical
industries [3].
In general, a catalyst increases the rate of a reaction by forming intermediate
compounds with the chemical species involved. This opens new reaction paths,
characterized by lower activation barriers, and correspondingly higher reaction
rates. An important point is implied here: the understanding of the working prin-
ciple of a catalyst involves its characterization at the atomic and molecular scale,
because its activity originates form its interaction with the reactants at the molecu-
lar level.
In industrial processes this interaction takes most often place at the surface sepa-
rating a solid catalyst from the gaseous or liquid reactants (heterogeneous catalysis),
so the problem turns to the characterization of the chemistry between the species
adsorbed on this surface. However real catalysts have complex structures, involving
for instance nanometer-sized active particles dispersed in porous ceramic matrices.
For this reason, an important route for their understanding has been the surface sci-
ence approach, where the problem is simplied by considering model systems (well
dened, single-crystal surfaces) in a controlled environment (Ultra-High Vacuum,
UHV) [1]. Although this approach had been suggested by Irvin Langmuir in the
1920s, it has become possible only from the 1960s, with the development of a whole
arsenal of experimental techniques, aimed at the characterization the electronic and
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structural properties of surfaces [4]. Among these, the Scanning Tunneling Micro-
scope (STM) [5] is unique in two ways: rst, it eases our understanding in a “nat-
ural” way, by allowing us to actually see what is happening on the surface at the
molecular scale; second, the information it provides is local, not surface-averaged.
When employed at cryogenic temperatures, it becomes a “Swiss-Army knife” for
single-molecule chemistry, allowing to image and manipulate individual molecules,
inject energy and charge in a controlled fashion by means of the tunneling electrons,
break or form chemical bonds, measure the electronic and vibrational properties of
one molecule at a time [6].
During my PhD I applied low-temperature STM techniques to study model sys-
tems for heterogeneous catalysis, in particular in this thesis
chapter 2 introduces the scanning tunneling microscopy and describes our appa-
ratus;
chapter 3 reports an investigation on a model system for carbon dioxide hydro-
genation to methanol, describing a chemisorbed, activated CO2 species;
chapter 4 is about the origin of selectivity in the reduction of NO with NH3 on
platinum-based catalysts.
These investigations required a combined approach, where the experimental STM
data have been integrated with Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations, part
of which I personally performed. DFT, describing the ground-state properties of a
system at the atomic scale, is in a certain sense the most natural complement of
low-temperature STM measurements.
During my PhD I introduced for the rst time in our laboratory one of the most
challenging LT-STM techniques, the Inelastic Electron Tunneling Spectroscopy with
an STM (STM-IETS) [7], which allows to measure the vibrational modes of one sin-
gle adsorbed molecule. This is of immediate interest form the catalysis point of
view: the vibrational spectrum of a molecule is not only a ngerprint of its chemi-
cal identity, but allows also to probe its interactions with the local environment.
chapter 5 introduces the STM-IETS technique, and details the key issues and op-
timizations that had to be tackled in order to successfully perform this kind
measurements.
Among these optimizations, I discovered that it is possible to increase the resolution
of phase-sensitive measurements with a lock-in amplier by employing a tailored
modulation waveform, dierent form the commonly-used sinusoid;
chapter 6 presents this new measurement scheme, which has a general applicabil-
ity, not limited to STM spectroscopies.
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Chapter 2
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
In this introductory chapter, the fundamental concepts of Scanning Tunneling Mi-
croscopy (STM) will be presented, in order to understand the experiments described
in this thesis and to get more insight into the powerful tools provided by this tech-
nique for the characterization of atoms and molecules at surfaces. In particular,
we will briey explain how the Low-Temperature Scanning Tunneling Microscope
(LT-STM) allows for characterizing the species of interest with sub-ångström resolu-
tion, investigating the electronic properties of surfaces and adsorbates and resolving
individual vibrational states by inelastic tunneling.
The second part of the chapter presents the details of experimental system used
throughout this thesis, briey outlining the features which are relevant to low-
temperature STM imaging and spectroscopy experiments.
2.1 Operating principle
When a metallic tip is approached to a conductive surface, a potential barrier due
to the vacuum gap is present between the two objects. If a voltage bias is applied
between them, and their distance is small enough, the electrons can tunnel across
the potential barrier from the tip to the sample or vice versa, giving rise to a current
ow between them, which is strongly dependent on the tip-to-sample distance. The
tip is scanned over an area of the surface with sub-ångström lateral resolution and
images can be obtained in the following two modes:
constant height mode: the tip is kept at a constant height while scanning, and
the tunneling current I , which is recorded in every scan point, is color-coded
to form the STM image I (x ,y) (gure 2.1a);
constant current mode: during the scan, the tunneling current is kept constant
by changing the tip height z by means of an electronic feedback system, and
the STM image is formed by color-coding the tip height z (x ,y) at every scan
point (gure 2.1b).
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(a) Constant height (b) Constant current
Figure 2.1: The two STM imaging modes [1].
The former mode enables higher scanning speeds because no limitation is im-
posed by the response time of the feedback electronics, but has the critical drawback
that the tip is not “protected” against accidental crashes on surface asperities. In all
our experiments in this thesis we will thus use the constant current scan mode,
which is the most commonly used mode.
2.2 Theory of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
The information contained in an STM image is not simply the topography of the
surface. This is easily understandable since the image contrast (i. e. the tip height)
is governed by the tunneling current, which depends not only on the geometrical
position of the atoms at the surface, but also on the spatial distribution and the
energy of the tip/sample electronic states available for the tunneling process.
To understand the aforementioned eects involved in the formation of the STM
image, we will briey review the theoretical aspects of the tunneling process be-
tween two metal electrodes such as the tip and the sample. Needless to say, the goal
of the theoretical analysis of the tunneling process is to derive the most precise
approximation to the tunneling current.
2.2.1 Simple model of the electron tunneling
The tunneling of electrons between the tip and the sample across the vacuum bar-
rier, in a rst rough approximation, can be thought as a simple tunneling across a
rectangular potential barrier in one dimension.
If the potential barrier has a height U , and the electron represented by the
wave function ψ (z) travels from the left with energy E (see gure 2.2), the time-
independent Schrödinger equation of the system is:
− ~
2
2m
d2
dz2ψ (z) +V (z)ψ (z) = Eψ (z)
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z0
V (z)
U
d
e−
e−
Figure 2.2: An electron impinging from the left on a one-dimensional potential bar-
rier can cross the barrier even if E < U provided the width d is small enough.
The general solution in the region 0 ≤ z ≤ d is given by:
ψ (z) = Ae−kz + Bekz
where
k =
1
~
√
2m(U − E) (2.1)
Since the component which grows with z would have no physical meaning1, the
solution in this case is given only by the decreasing exponential component. Since
the wave function must be continuous in all space, and also its derivative, one nds
that in the region 0 ≤ z ≤ d :
ψ (z) = ψ (0) e−kz
By locating the sample at the z = 0 plane and the tip apex at z = d , the probability
of nding the electron on the tip is proportional to the square modulus of the wave
function in d :
w ∝ ∣∣∣ψ (d )∣∣∣2 = ∣∣∣ψ (0)∣∣∣2 e−2kz (2.2)
This exponential dependence of the tunneling probability versus the tip-sample
distance, as we will see below, is the physical property of the tip-sample system
which enables picometer-scale resolution in the z direction, orthogonal to the sam-
ple surface.
2.2.2 Metal-vacuum-metal tunneling
If we electrically connect the tip with the sample, their Fermi energies ϵF will be-
come equal. It is clear that at T ≈ 0 K, all the states below ϵF will be lled, and no
states will be occupied above ϵF. If we apply no bias voltage between them, there
will be no tunneling since there are no states for the electrons to tunnel to. By bias-
ing the sample, a net tunneling current ows: for instance, as shown in the left part
1The probability of nding the electron at a distance z from the z = 0 plane would increase with
z, which is absurd in the case of an electron impinging on the barrier from the left.
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Figure 2.3: Electronic energy levels involved in tunneling. Left: tunneling from
lled states in the sample to empty states in the tip (negative sample bias V ); right:
tunneling from lled states in the tip to empty states in the sample (positive V ).
Here the the shaded region schematically represents the density of electronic states
in the energy ρ (ϵ ), d is the sample-to-tip distance, EF the Fermi energy, EV the
vacuum level, ϕs and ϕt the work functions of the sample and the tip, ∆E = e |V | the
energy due to the sample bias voltage. Reproduced from [2].
of gure 2.3, if the sample bias is negative, an electron in a sample state ψn with
energy En lying between ϵF and ϵF + eV , has a chance to tunnel into an empty tip
state.
Let us call ϕ the work function of the metal, which is dened as the minimum
energy required to extract an electron from the bulk to the vacuum level. If we
neglect all temperature eects, the Fermi energy is exactly the upper limit of the
occupied states in a metal; thus, within our model ϵF = EV−ϕ. If we suppose that the
bias is much smaller than the work function, eV  ϕ, the energy of the electronic
states involved in the tunneling process will be En ≈ −ϕ. Then the probability w
for the electron in the nth sample state ψn to tunnel in the tip, from equation (2.2),
is
w ∝ ∣∣∣ψn (0)∣∣∣2 e−2kd
where
k =
1
~
√
2mϕ
since from equation (2.1) eV − ϵF = eV + ϕ ≈ ϕ. Now, in a metal there is a nite
number of electronic states within ϵF and ϵF + eV . Thus to write an approximation
for the tunneling current we must include the contributions from all these states:
I ∝
ϵF∑
En=ϵF−eV
∣∣∣ψn (0)∣∣∣2 e−2kd (2.3)
If V is suciently small, then the sum in equation 2.3 can be replaced with
the local density of states (LDOS) at the Fermi level. The LDOS is the number of
electrons per unit volume per unit energy at a given point in space and at a given
16
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energy: at a distance z from the sample, the LDOS at the energy E is dened as
ρS (z , E) ≡ 1
ε
E∑
En=E−ε
∣∣∣ψn (z)∣∣∣2 (2.4)
for a suciently small ε . By using this expression for the LDOS, the current can be
rewritten as [3]:
I ∝ V ρS (0, ϵF) e−2kd (2.5)
≈ V ρS (0, ϵF) e−1.03
√
ϕ d (2.6)
If we consider a typical metal work function ϕ ≈ 4 eV, then we obtain the typical
value of the decay constant k = 1 Å−1 = 10 nm−1. This gives an estimate of the
rate of change of the current with the distance: the current increases by a factor
of 3 when the distance changes by one Bohr radius (∆d = 53 pm). Equation (2.6)
indicates two important facts: according to this model, equation (2.6) shows that
an STM image is a Fermi level LDOS contour of the sample surface. Secondly, the
tunneling current is extremely sensitive to very small dierences in the tip-sample
distance, and this property accounts for the fact that the STM can follow the corru-
gation of single atoms while scanning above the surface [3].
In 1961, well before the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope, Bardeen
[4] developed an extension of the one dimensional tunneling problem to the three
dimensional case. Instead of solving the complicated Schrödinger equation for of
the entire metal-insulator-metal system, his approach was to initially solve it for
two electrodes as separate entities and then calculate their overlap by using the
Fermi golden rule. What he calculated is the M matrix element, i. e. the probability
of tunneling from a state ψ , on one side of the barrier, to a state χ on the other
side [3]:
M =
~
2m
∫
z=z0
dS χ ∗ ∂ψ
∂z
−ψ ∂χ
∗
∂z
where z = z0 is a separation surface lying entirely within the two electrodes.
Following Bardeen’s approach, by determining the rate of electron transfer be-
tween the two states with the Fermi golden rule and by assuming that kBT is small
enough to approximate the Fermi distribution with a step function, we obtain the
following expression for the tunneling current [3]:
I =
4pie
~
eV∫
0
dϵ ρS (ϵF − eV + ϵ ) ρT (ϵF + ϵ ) |M |2 (2.7)
Eventually, if the M matrix is assumed to be almost constant within the range
of interest, we obtain a nal, simplied expression for the tunneling current:
I ∝
eV∫
0
dϵ ρS (ϵF − eV + ϵ ) ρT (ϵF + ϵ ) (2.8)
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Therefore the tunneling current, within Bardeen’s extension of the one-dimen-
sional tunneling problem, is not only a constant LDOS contour at the Fermi level,
but rather a convolution of the density of states (DOS) of two electrodes.
2.2.3 Scanning tunneling spectroscopy
At this point, we can exploit Bardeen’s formalism to understand how the STM can
also provide information about the electronic properties of samples and adsorbates
by scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) [5, 6].
As can be understood from gure 2.3, by changing the applied voltageV it is pos-
sible to select the electronic states involved in the tunneling process. At a given volt-
ageV , the tunneling current in Bardeen’s approximation is given by equation (2.8).
If the tip is assumed to have a constant DOS, then the rst derivative of the
tunneling current gives:
dI
dV ∝ ρS (ϵF − eV )
and thus it is possible to probe the DOS of the sample, or molecular states close to
the Fermi level, through the tunneling current conductance.
Since the tunneling current exhibits a dramatic dependence on the tip-sample
separation, STS data need to be normalized for comparison. The commonly used
normalization is the one proposed by Feenstra and Stroscio [7]:
дN (V ) ≡ d ln Id lnV =
dI
dV ·
V
I
called normalized dynamic conductance.
The achievable resolution in the dI/dV spectra is strongly temperature depen-
dent: the overall energy broadening from the Fermi distribution of the tip and the
sample states around the Fermi energy is about 4kBT , that at room temperature
gives about 100 meV and 1 meV at 4 K [3]. Thus in order to perform STS with high
energy resolution is necessary to work at low temperatures. Moreover, working at
low temperatures guarantees optimum stability of the tip position (thanks to the
reduced thermal drift) during the time required for the spectra acquisition, i. e. tens
of seconds or more.
To acquire dI/dV spectra, a lock-in amplier is commonly used to recover the
signal of interest from the background noise. In particular, the rst harmonic of the
lock–in output is recorded, which directly gives the rst derivative of the tunneling
current. The STS measurements can be either acquired in point mode, i. e. above
a feature of interest, as a function of the voltage, or in laterally resolved mode at a
xed voltageVb . In the rst case, during a typical point mode STS, the tip is moved
to a point of interest on the surface, then the feedback loop is switched o and
the voltage is ramped while recording the signal from the lock-in amplier. In the
second case, the acquisition of STS images, also called continuous imaging tunnel-
ing spectroscopy (CITS), is similar to the STM topography imaging, but maps the
dI/dV |V=Vb signal instead of the tip height. Notice that since the lock-in amplier
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usually requires an integration time of the order of 30 ms or more per image point,
the acquisition time of STS images is much longer than normal STM images (unless
the number of points is reduced).
When characterizing molecules adsorbed at surfaces, however, there are a num-
ber of limitations in employing the STS technique. First of all, occupied states of
the sample which lie at the upper range of the energy window ∆E available for the
tunneling process, represented in gure 2.3, contribute more signicantly to the
tunneling current (as shown by the arrows) since the barrier height seen by these
states is lower. Conversely, low-lying states (i. e. far below the Fermi level of the
sample) have little contribution to the tunneling current. Therefore, the sensitivity
of STS to occupied sample (or adsorbate) states rapidly decreases with increasing
energy below ϵF [8].
Secondly, the allowed range of the electron energies (i. e. gap voltages) is within
±4 eV and ±5 eV since in this limit we approach the typical work function of one
of the two metals, where eld emission occurs. However, as has been shown by
photoemission spectroscopy experiments, interesting features expected for adsor-
bates often appear out of this range [9]. The range is often further limited by other
processes, for instance by molecular dissociation that can occur due to vibrations
induced by inelastic tunneling processes, at voltages well below the eld emission
limit. Third, with STS a chemical identication of the molecules requires the sup-
port of theoretical calculations [9].
A more direct chemical information is instead provided by Inelastic Electron
Tunneling Spectroscopy (STM-IETS), which allows to access the vibrational modes
of an adsorbed molecule by measuring the d2I/dV 2 characteristic of the tunneling
junction. Part of my PhD was devoted to introducing for the rst time in our labo-
ratory this technique, which will be presented in detail in chapter 5.
2.3 The experimental system
The experimental system is based on a commercial Omicron LT-STM with a ded-
icated Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) chamber, and complemented by a preparation
chamber designed and assembled by our group. I will recall here the main charac-
teristics of this setup, referring to [10] for a thorough description.
2.3.1 The microscope
The Omicron LT-STM head (gure 2.4b) is a single-tube STM: a piezoelectric hollow
cylinder, where the tip is xed at the top, is covered with four electrodes which split
the cylinder in four quadrants. By applying suitable voltage dierence between the
quadrants and the inner electrode, the piezoelectric cylinder can be bent in order
to scan the tip laterally onto the sample (xy plane) with sub-ångstrom resolution.
Moreover, the tip can be moved orthogonally to the sample surface (z direction)
with a voltage dierence applied between the inner and the outer surface of the
cylinder. In normal scanning conditions the constant current mode is used: during
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: (a) shows the whole LT-STM assembly: the out-of-vacuum part (top part)
with the electrical feedthroughs; the blue line indicates the mounting ange and the
STM head is visible at the bottom; (b) Close-up of the STM head with the slits for
inserting and xing the sample (red arrows) and the top part of the piezoelectric
cylinder (blue arrow) where the STM tip is to be xed.
the lateral scan, the current is kept constant by using a feedback loop, which changes
the z position of the tip in order to follow the local corrugation of the sample (see
section 2.1).
2.3.2 Low-temperature setup
This LT-STM can ideally operate at any sample temperature between 2.5 K and room
temperature (RT). The cooling system is made up of two concentric cylindrical
cryostats below which the STM head is xed. In order to cool the sample below
RT the external cryostat has always to be lled with liquid nitrogen (LN2), while
the inner cryostat can be lled with LN2 (boiling at 77 K) or liquid helium (LHe)
(boiling at about 4.2 K) according to the desired temperature, as described in table
2.1. All the intermediate temperatures can be reached by means of a resistive heater
located near the sample stage and powered by a PID temperature controller. The
temperature is measured by means of a silicon diode installed behind the sample
stage. If no counter-heating is applied, the STM can be kept at 4 K for 24 h before
having to rell the inner cryostat.
To reach temperatures as low as 4 K at the sample, the STM head is surrounded
by a double shielding mechanism (gure 2.5), in order to prevent external elec-
tromagnetic radiation from limiting the cooling power. The internal shield (gure
2.5(a)) is rmly bolted to the base of the LHe cryostat at a temperature close to 4 K,
thus providing a thermal bath to the STM head. The external shield (gure 2.5b) is
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Table 2.1: Operating temperatures of the LT-STM with the respective cooling meth-
ods.
T range [K] Coolant (inner cryostat)
2.5 ÷ 4 pumped LHe
4 ÷ 55 LHe
55 ÷ 77 pumped LN2
77 ÷ 300 LN2
(a) The internal 4 K shield (b) The external 77 K shield
Figure 2.5: The LT-STM radiation shielding: (a) the inner shield which is tightly
bolted on the base of the LHe cryostat to ensure a 4 K thermal bath around the STM
head; (b) the outer shield is xed to the base of the LN2 cryostat.
xed rmly against the base of the LN2 cryostat, close to 77 K.
2.3.3 Mechanical isolation
One of the most important issues in STM measurements is the performance of the
mechanical vibrations isolation system. As a matter of fact, since atoms exhibit cor-
rugations of roughly 1 pm to 10 pm, it is critical to have an excellent mechanical
stability of the tip-sample junction: periodic instabilities of the order of 100 pm, for
instance, would not be acceptable. This issue gains even more importance when ex-
ploiting the unique characterization techniques of the LT-STM. For instance, a very
precise tip positioning and stability on the time scale of hours is required to per-
form repeated and reliable inelastic tunneling spectroscopy measurements. For this
mechanical isolation purpose, the STM head can be suspended below the cryostat
by means of three springs. Moreover, an eddy current damping system, described
hereafter, provides eective, smooth damping of possible, very low frequency in-
stabilities. The STM head is mounted on a circular plate which is surrounded by
copper alloy “U”s (see gure 2.4(b)) that are centered within radially distributed
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small magnets, xed on the inner part of the internal radiation shield. If the STM
stage moves, the movement of the copper conductors within the magnets induces
eddy currents in the copper alloy, which in turn build up magnetic elds that tend
to counteract the initial movement of the STM plate.
2.3.4 Measurement and control electronics
The control unit (CU) provides the real-time feedback loop and the appropriate volt-
age signals to drive the tip during then scan process, and is one of the most impor-
tant components of STM systems: both its performance and reliability inuence the
quality of the images in terms of noise level and stability, and determine the com-
plexity of the experimental techniques which can be used. The Omicron LT-STM
is shipped with a dedicated control hardware and software, the MATRIX SPM Con-
trol System. The CU is composed by dierent digital hardware boards, linked to a
PC that runs the control software where the user can control the relevant parame-
ters for the imaging process (gap voltage, tunneling current, scan size, scan speed,
. . . ). The main advantages of the MATRIX control system are the high resolution –
20 bit at 62.5 kHz– of the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) which drives the z po-
sition of the tip, and the high-quality analog-to-digital converter (ADC) sampling
the tunneling current signal (16 bit, 400 kHz).
The tunneling current is measured by a current amplier mounted outside the
vacuum vessel. The MATRIX system is shipped with the Omicron PRE4 trans-
impedance amplier, having a gain of 3 × 107 V/A at a bandwidth of 40 kHz, or
3 × 109 V/A at 0.8 kHz. During my PhD, it was replaced by a customized version of
the commercial Femto DLPCA-200, chosen for its superior noise performance. This
versatile instrument is capable of gains ranging from 103 to 1011 V/A; the settings
useful for STM operation are reported in table 5.1 at page 83.
2.3.5 UHV system
The whole LT-STM assembly is designed to be mounted from the top ange of the
dedicated UHV chamber, where a port aligner is interposed between the microscope
assembly and the chamber in order to allow for the alignment of the STM head in-
side the eddy current vibration damping system (see section 2.3.3). The chamber
is equipped with a carousel where tips and samples can be temporarily stored, re-
trieved and inserted into the LT-STM by means of a wobblestick. To prevent stray
radiation from increasing the nal sample temperature, the windows for optical
access of the chamber are IR ltered.
A gate valve separates the STM chamber from the sample preparation chamber.
The latter is structured around an horizontal manipulator, used to transfer sample
and STM tips between the two chambers, and to position these in front of the various
instruments. On the manipulator, the sample can be heated to 1300 K via lament
heating and electron bombardment, or cooled to 90 K via LN2 circulation.
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The facilities available at present on the preparation chamber, indicated in g-
ure 2.6, are:
• a sputter gun, needed in order to clean the samples by bombardment with
noble gases;
• a quadrupole mass spectrometer;
• a fast-entry lock system, providing a quick way to insert and extract samples
and STM tips from the preparation chamber without breaking the vacuum;
• a Low Energy Electron Diraction (LEED) system, for a quick structural char-
acterization of the samples prior to the insertion in the STM;
• dierent types of molecule and metal evaporators;
• a quartz balance for deposition rate monitoring;
• a gas line, allowing to dose various gases in the chamber background;
The vacuum is maintained by a 500 l/s ion pump in the STM chamber, whereas
the preparation chamber is pumped by a magnetically-levitated turbo pump (450 l/s)
together with a smaller ion pump (240 l/s) equipped with a titanium sublimation car-
tridge and a liquid nitrogen cooled cryopanel. The base pressure in the preparation
chamber varies between 1 × 10−8 Pa and 2 × 10−8 Pa, whereas the radiation shields
of the STM act as cryo-pumps, ensuring a local lower pressure at the STM head.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.6: Two opposite views of the preparation chamber, showing the position
of the various instruments.
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Chapter 3
Characterization of the activated
CO2 species on Ni(110)
The chemistry of carbon dioxide has become of great interest both for technologi-
cal and environmental issues. Indeed, carbon dioxide is one of the most problematic
greenhouse gases and many eorts are presently dedicated to reduce its concentra-
tion in the atmosphere by limiting the emissions from fossil-fueled plants and vehi-
cles [1–3]. This molecule is also a fundamental ingredient for the industrial catalytic
organic synthesis of many compounds like, for example, methanol, which is used
as a high energy density vector in direct methanol fuel cells. Alternative methanol-
based economies have been recently proposed, exploiting the great availability of
CO2 from the atmosphere [4]. Motivated by this interest, in the last years many
eorts in the eld of surface science have been devoted to the characterization of
the interaction of CO2 with model catalyst surfaces [5].
Recent investigations have shown that, while the common industrial process for
methanol synthesis is carried out on Cu-based supported catalysts [6], the addition
of Ni to a Cu model catalyst yields a 60-fold increase in the rate of methanol pro-
duction [7–9]. The peculiar reactivity of Ni for CO2 hydrogenation with respect to
other transition metals has been ascribed to the dierent adsorption mechanism of
CO2. In a previous joint experimental and numerical investigation [10, 11] we have
rstly characterized the adsorption of CO2 on the Ni(110) substrate, ascribing the
observed features in the high resolution electron energy loss (HREEL) spectra to the
presence of two chemisorbed congurations beside the physisorbed state, which is
commonly observed on other transition metal surfaces. Secondly, we have investi-
gated the hydrogenation mechanisms, unveiling that the chemisorbed species were
the key for both Langmuir-Hinshelwood and Eley-Rideal hydrogenation steps [12,
13]. Shedding light onto the role of the Ni substrate, we found that the transfer of
almost one electron from the metal to the molecule in the chemisorbed state yields
an activated precursor for the reaction with hydrogen, thus explaining the peculiar
activity of Ni in this case.
While the details of theCO2 hydrogenation reaction have been thoroughly char-
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acterized, a direct, local evidence supporting the assignment of the adsorption sites
and geometries of the activated, chemisorbed CO2 state is still lacking. Indeed, the
identication of the adsorption congurations was based solely on a comparison be-
tween the HREEL vibrational frequencies and their estimated values obtained from
density functional theory (DFT) calculations.
Here we provide single-molecule imaging of CO2 on Ni(110). Experimental low
temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (LT-STM) data are interpreted by com-
parison with simulated DFT images, thus providing direct information for the ad-
sorption geometries. To our knowledge, these are the very rst STM images with
sub-molecular resolution of single carbon dioxide molecules in a chemisorbed state,
while only physisorbed CO2 has been previously imaged [14]. From the theoretical
point of view, for the characterization of such weakly bound, closed-shell molecules,
which is well known to be a demanding task, we had to improve standard DFT cal-
culations with the inclusion of dispersion forces and zero point energies (ZPE). By
means of this approach we present a complete characterization of the dierent ad-
sorption geometries and we rene the previous assignment of the vibrational modes.
This work, where I contributed most of the STM measurements, has been pub-
lished as [15].
3.1 Methods
The Ni(110) sample (MaTecK GmbH) was preliminarily treated at 1000 K in a hy-
drogen-ux furnace for 12 h at 105 Pa in order to reduce the concentration of con-
taminants like carbon and sulfur. The sample was then transferred into the UHV
system, where it was initially cleaned by standard Ar+ sputtering (1 keV at room
temperature) and prolonged annealing (1100 K) cycles. Repeated oxidation and re-
duction treatments were performed to further reduce carbon contamination. Once
the sample crystalline ordering and cleanness were conrmed by low-energy elec-
tron diraction (LEED) and STM, the routine daily cleaning procedure consisted
of a single sputtering and annealing cycle (1000 K). Carbon dioxide (SIAD, purity
99.998%) was dosed on the Ni sample by backlling of the preparation chamber
through a leak valve (pCO2 in the 10
−7 Pa range).
The theoretical calculations were performed within the framework of the DFT in
the spin polarized generalized gradient approximation (σ -GGA) using the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof implementation [16], if not otherwise specied. We used the plane-
waves-based PWscf and PHonon codes of the Q_uantum ESPRESSO (QE) distribu-
tion [17] with publicly available ultrasoft pseudopotentials.1 Most of the technical-
ities are the same of references [10, 12, 13] and we report here only the details that
are dierent or relevant to the present results. The previous analysis of the local en-
ergy minima for chemisorption was signicantly improved by accounting also for
the van der Waals contribution using a semi-empirical addition of dispersive forces
1Ultrasoft pseudopotentials from the publicly available Q_uantum ESPRESSO table are used:
Ni.pbe-nd-rrkjus.UPF, O.pbe-rrkjus.UPF, C.pbe-rrkjus.UPF, and H.pbe-rrkjus.UPF
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to conventional density functionals in the framework of the DFT-D approach [18],
implemented in the QE suite.
We used slab geometries to simulate CO2 adsorption and in particular supercells
with a 3×3 in-plane periodicity and one CO2 molecule, corresponding to a coverage
of 1/9 ML,2 to simulate the adsorption of individual molecules. Larger supercells
were used to test the strength of lateral interactions between repeated images of
individually adsorbed molecules. Supercells with 4× 4 and 5× 5 in-plane periodicity
were used to describe molecules adsorbed in pairs and triplets. At variance with
our previous approach, we performed supercell “single-side” calculations in order
to avoid ctitious interactions between adsorbates facing from the opposite sides of
repeated slabs. We checked that a ve layer Ni slab plus a vacuum space of three
times the slab thickness is enough to almost entirely screen the ctitious electric
eld in the supercell due to the asymmetry of the nite system in the direction
perpendicular to the surface, so that no dipole correction was needed. The central
Ni layer was kept xed and all the other atomic positions were fully relaxed. In order
to estimate the relevant energy barriers for adsorption and diusion, we used the
nudged elastic band method (NEB) [19], relaxing the images in the paths until the
forces orthogonal to the path were below 0.5 eV/nm. For the quantitative evaluation
of the vibrational modes and frequencies, only the adsorbed molecules and the rst
layer of the slab were allowed to vibrate. The STM images are calculated from the
local density of states (LDOS) using the Terso-Hamann approach [20]. In order to
reproduce the constant current mode used in the experiments, we consider LDOS
isosurfaces lying mainly between 0.3 nm and 0.6 nm from the surface, and map their
heights with a linear scale.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 STM images
An STM image of the surface after exposing the Ni sample to 0.17 L of CO2 at
T = 110 K is shown in Figure 3.1 (upper left panel). Two dierent species adsorbed
along the Ni troughs, a bright and a dim one, are clearly distinguishable. Close in-
spection of several experimental images indicates that the dim species are charac-
terized by a dark halo, symmetric with respect to the underlying Ni atomic troughs,
whereas the halo of the bright species is symmetric with respect to an axis rotated
by about ±45° from the the [001] direction. While the dim molecules can be found
as single, isolated units (gure 3.1c), the bright molecules appear only within char-
acteristic complexes of 2 (gure 3.1b) or 3 (gure 3.1a) molecules. The 2-molecule
unit is formed by a bright and a dim species, and is arranged so that the dimer axis
forms an angle of about ±45° with respect to the atomic rows. The 3-molecule unit
is formed by two bright and one dim species, arranged in a V-shaped fashion with
the vertex pointing along the [110] (as in gure 3.1a) or along the [001] direction.
2One monolayer (1 ML) corresponds to one molecule per each Ni substrate atom
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Figure 3.1: STM image (top left, 5.2 nm × 5.2 nm) of CO2 (0.05 ML coverage) ad-
sorbed on Ni(110) at 110 K. Two non-equivalent CO2 species can be distinguished
from their apparent height. Close-ups (1.4 nm × 1.0 nm) of the 3-molecule (a), the
2-molecule (b), and the single molecule units (c) are shown in the bottom row. In
the dashed line inset (top right, 1.6 nm × 2.2 nm) the crossing points of the grid
correspond to the positions of the substrate Ni atoms. (sample bias V = −10 mV,
tunneling current I = 1 nA).
In the images, the bright species appears (18 ± 6) pm higher than the dim species;
furthermore, it is characterized by a dierent position with respect to the substrate
unit cell. This can be seen on the dashed-line inset in gure 3.1, where a calibrated
grid, with the crossing points of the vertical and horizontal lines corresponding to
the positions of the surface Ni atoms, has been superimposed. Close inspection of
the experimental STM images allowed us to infer that both species are adsorbed
in hollow sites but with dierent geometry: the dim species is adsorbed symmetri-
cally at the center of the unit cell, while the bright species appears slightly shifted
o-center towards one of the Ni atoms at the corners of the unit cell. While the
registry of the substrate could be easily assigned in the [001] direction since the
atomic rows are clearly resolved in the images, the assignment in the [110] direc-
tion involved matching the grid of the atomic positions with substrate defects (e. g.
Ni single vacancies).
To investigate the relative stability of the two species, dierent sample prepa-
rations with varying CO2 coverage have been characterized by STM imaging. From
image counting statistics, the coverage of the two species as a function of the total
CO2 coverage has been obtained and is shown in gure 3.2. For coverage values
higher than 75 × 10−3 ML, the imaging conditions become very unstable due to the
appearance of a very weakly bound CO2 species which strongly interacts with the
STM tip. The latter species can be attributed to the physisorbed state, which was
previously reported [10]. No further information can be drawn about its adsorption
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Figure 3.2: Coverage of the dim (black) and the bright (gray)CO2 species onNi(110),
as a function of the total CO2 coverage.
Table 3.1: Calculated energies (in eV) for the adsorption states of CO2 on Ni(110)
predicted by DFT in a 3 × 3 in-plane periodic supercell. Columns from left to right
refer to adsorption energies within standard GGA, DFT-D-corrected GGA, DFT-D-
corrected GGA plus ZPE contribution.
states GGA DFT-D DFT-D + ZPE
HU 0.24 0.66 0.73
HU-s 0.19 0.60 0.69
SB 0.17 0.52 0.58
HS 0.09 0.50 0.58
phys. 0.06 0.29 0.29
properties since there was no way to image this species in a stable condition.
3.2.2 DFT calculations
The experimental STM imaging has been complemented by a thorough investiga-
tion of the possible chemisorption geometries with an extensive search for local
energy minima.
Our present calculations predict the existence of two new stable congurations,
the “hollow-up symmetric” (HU-s) and the “hollow-symmetric” (HS), both posi-
tioned at hollow sites, in addition to those previously found which were indicated
as “hollow-up” (HU) and “short-bridge” (SB) [10]. All the predicted adsorption con-
gurations are shown with ball models in the bottom rows of gure 3.3.
The HU conguration exhibits a dominant carbon coordination with Ni and
oxygen atoms pointing upward and the molecular plane inclined with respect to
the Ni surface normal [10]. The HU-s is very similar, but with one of the two C−O
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Figure 3.3: Energy diagram for dierent CO2 adsorption congurations on Ni(110)
and relevant adsorption and diusion barriers, calculated using DFT both with stan-
dard GGA and with DFT-D-corrected GGA. DFT-D energies including the ZPE con-
tributions are also reported. The shaded region highlights the energy range of all
the chemisorbed congurations in the latter approximation. The zero of the energy
is set to the non-dissociated molecule at innite distance from the surface. The
bottom rows depict the ball models of all the stable CO2 congurations; only Ni
atoms of the two outer layers are shown, but a ve-layer thick slab was used in the
calculations.
Table 3.2: Calculated geometries and charge transfer for the adsorption states of
CO2 on Ni(110) predicted by DFT in a 3 × 3 in-plane periodic supercell. Columns
from left to right refer to distance between the carbon atom and the Ni plane (hC);
C−O bond length(s) (dC−O); O−C−O angle (αO−C−O); charges in standard GGA (q).
DFT-D-corrected values are indicated in brackets when dierent from GGA results.
states hC dC−O αO−C−O q
[pm] [pm] [deg] [|e |]
HU 137 128 126.0 −0.93 (−0.85)
HU-s 123 132/127a 121.7 −0.97
SB 173 123 140.7 −0.63 (−0.58)
HS 95 130 121.9 −1.00
phys. 345 (276) 117 179.9 0
a In the HU-s state the two oxygen atoms are non-equivalent.
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bonds in a more symmetric position, with the oxygen atom coordinated with two
surface Ni atoms. The HS conguration is even more symmetric, having a mirror
plane parallel to the long-bridge [001] direction and is characterized by a weaker
adsorption energy.
In all chemisorbed congurations the molecule is charged and distorted with
respect to the linear gas phase geometry. Adsorption energies calculated with dif-
ferent approximations are shown in gure 3.3 and table 3.1, whereas structural pa-
rameters and charges are summarized in table 3.2.
As already commented in reference [10], the σ -GGA approximation does not
take into account the dispersion forces and usually underestimates adsorption en-
ergies. The DFT-D correction systematically gives higher adsorption energies for
the chemisorbed congurations by about 0.4 eV with respect to the values obtained
with standard GGA. Tests for HU and SB using both local density approximation
(LDA) and GGA indicate that the corrected DFT-D estimates are almost in between
GGA and LDA results and give the same relative stability for the chemisorbed con-
gurations. DFT-D results are instead clearly dierent from GGA for the weakly
bound, metastable state representing a physisorbed conguration: the DFT-D cal-
culations provide a clear indication of the existence of a local energy minimum
characterized by an adsorption energy of about 0.3 eV (instead of the 0.06 eV within
standard GGA) [10] and a distance from the surface smaller than 0.3 nm (instead of
about 0.4 nm in GGA).
A further renement of the adsorption energies can be obtained by including an
estimate of the ZPE correction to the total energies of the adsorbed congurations.
The ZPE can be calculated as the sum of the vibrational frequencies divided by two.
Since the ZPE correction for the isolated, linear, gas phase molecule is larger than
for the adsorbed congurations, the net result is an additional energy shift towards
lower energies for the chemisorbed congurations. The resulting picture is a set of
four dierent possible adsorption congurations lying within an energy range of
0.15 eV (i. e., about 20%) around an average value of 0.65 eV (shaded region in g-
ure 3.3). Since the numerical uncertainty on the energies (due to supercell size, slab
and vacuum thickness, kinetic energy cuto, special k-point set for Brillouin zone
sampling) is of the order of 0.02 eV, but the uncertainty due to physical approxi-
mations could be up to one order of magnitude larger and therefore comparable
with such range, the four congurations should be considered almost energetically
equivalent. The most relevant dierence among them is related to the charge trans-
fer (q) and to the height of the C atom from the Ni surface (hC), which are respec-
tively the smallest and the largest in the case of SB (see table 3.2). Since the relative
stability and the geometries of the chemisorbed congurations are practically un-
changed in the dierent approximations used, it is reasonable to refer to the DFT-D
and ZPE corrected GGA values as to the most reliable estimates of the energies,
and keep the standard GGA approach for investigating vibrational properties and
simulating STM images.
In order to account for the possible contribution of kinetic eects, which can
play a relevant role in the adsorption process considering the small dierences in
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Table 3.3: Calculated vibrational energies (in meV) of the various chemisorption
geometries.
mode HU HU-s SB HS phys. expt.a
asymmetric stretch 173 166 216 164 287 168
symmetric stretch 136 123 140 134 160 141
bending 88 87 80 86 79 81–90
hindered rotation 50 46 63 50 78 −
external stretch 44 42 39 42 25 46
a Experimental results from reference [10].
the predicted adsorption energies, we have also calculated with DFT-D the relevant
adsorption and diusion barriers that turn out to be similar to those predicted by
GGA: therefore, the overall picture of the energetics given by DFT-D is similar to
GGA, but with an almost rigid energy shift. At variance with standard GGA calcu-
lations [10], DFT-D predicts that the chemisorption processes are non-activated. In
this case, the adsorption energies calculated within the DFT-D framework for the
physisorbed and the chemisorbed states (0.29 eV and ≈ 0.65 eV, respectively) can be
directly compared with the desorption energy experimental values obtained by tem-
perature programmed desorption experiments [10], 0.26±0.15 eV and 0.60±0.15 eV,
respectively. The comparison gives excellent agreement. Despite the prediction of
a non-activated adsorption mechanism, preliminary STM measurements suggest
that when dosing CO2 at very low temperatures (i. e. about 10 K), it is not possible
to form any of the chemisorbed states, but only the physisorbed state appears. This
result can be reconciled in consistent picture of the energetics by assuming that the
metastable physisorbed state is trapped after dissipating the energy from the gas
phase through non-adiabatic processes [21].
Lateral interactions, coverage and ordering eects have also been investigated,
performing tests using GGA for HS congurations in dierent supercells: in a 4 × 4
supercell rather than in the usual 3 × 3 supercell and also in a 2 × 4 and a 4 ×
2 supercell (1/8 ML), the latter simulating the alignment along the [110] and [001]
direction, respectively. The variations of the HS adsorption energy in the dierent
cases are comparable with the numerical error, thus indicating no signicant lateral
interactions when two molecules are separated by more than 0.5 nm and no ordering
trend, consistent with the fact that no clear surface ordering in the CO2 adlayer is
observed.
The calculated vibrational frequencies for the four stable congurations are
shown in table 3.3 and compared with the experimental data already reported in
reference [10].
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Figure 3.4: Close-ups from gure 3.1 showing the experimental (top row) and DFT
calculated (middle row) STM images of the 3-molecule (a), the 2-molecule (b) and
the single molecule units (c). The bottom row shows ball models of the calculated
geometries of the three units.
3.2.3 Discussion
On the basis of our DFT results, we have simulated the STM images of all the four
predicted chemisorption congurations for the isolated molecule and several 2- or
3-molecule complexes.
A systematic comparison between the experimental images and the calculated
adsorption geometries, with careful attention to the alignment of the symmetry
axes with respect to the crystallographic directions of the Ni substrate, indicates
that the dim species corresponds to the HS conguration and the bright species to
the HU-s or HU conguration. On the basis of this attribution, a remarkable agree-
ment is obtained when comparing the experimental and simulated images shown
in gure 3.4.
In the 3- or 2-molecule complexes (gure 3.4(a), (b)), one molecule clearly cor-
responds to HS. The other(s) could be either HU or HU-s, since the simulated STM
images in the two cases appear almost identical (HU-s was used for the simulated
images shown). The only dierence is a very small mutual attractive interaction
(about 0.05 eV) for the HS+HU-s pair with respect to the sum of the individually
adsorbed molecules, at variance with the HS+HU conguration. The triplet con-
guration is particularly stable, with an energy gain of about 0.2 eV with respect
to the sum of the three molecules adsorbed apart, both considering HU or HU-s.
The simulated images of pairs and triplets show very clearly a deep depression in
between the adsorbed molecules of the complexes, closely resembling the experi-
mental pattern.
DFT simulations allow us to infer that the dark halo surrounding the isolated
molecule, as well as the darker regions in the complexes, are originated by the elec-
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tron transfer from the neighboring surface Ni atoms to the adsorbed molecules (see
table 3.2).
With concern to the energetics of the adsorbed species, it is clear from gure 3.2
that the experimentally most common conguration is the HS, at variance with
what seems to be suggested by numerical simulations.
The origin of this apparent discrepancy can be discussed as follows. Firstly,
it is important to recall that the variations of the calculated adsorption energy in
the dierent congurations are comparable with the uncertainty due to physical
approximations, as already pointed out, and therefore care has to be taken in con-
sidering the energy dierences of the four congurations. Secondly, kinetic eects
(e. g. diusion, dissipation) may steer the adsorption process towards adsorption
phases which are not at the thermodynamic equilibrium. Finally, we note that the
HU and HU-s chemisorbed states have a larger distance from the Ni surface than
HS (see table 3.2) and therefore are more exposed to the inuence of the scanning
STM tip which could induce uncontrolled site switching or desorption.
On the basis of the present picture of multisite chemisorption we can now dis-
cuss and rene our previous tentative assignment of the modes observed in HREEL
spectra measured at 77 K [10]. As can be seen from table 3.3, we additionally point
out that the measured 168 meV peak is also compatible within the expected accu-
racy with the asymmetric stretching mode of HU-s and HS congurations (besides
HU), the 141 meV peak with the symmetric stretching mode of HS (besides HU and
SB) and the 90 meV peak with the bending mode of HU-s and HS congurations
(besides HU). In our previous report [10], the peak at 81 meV was correlated both to
the linear, physisorbed conguration and to the SB conguration. The presence of
this peak also at very low coverage (i. e. < 0.1 ML, as in the present work), where the
physisorbed species is known to be absent, was interpreted as the fact that the SB
species was already present in these conditions on the Ni surface. However, in our
STM images the population of the SB site appears to be an extremely rare event,
yielding a SB coverage well below the detection threshold of any non-local spec-
troscopic technique. On the other hand, the peak at 81 meV cannot be immediately
attributed to any of the other chemisorbed congurations (neither HS nor HU-s, be-
side HU). Since the SB species shows the largest distance from the Ni surface, a tip
induced site change may again explain the discrepancy. An alternative explanation
is related to the possible inuence of co-adsorbed hydrogen. It is well known that
at our dosing temperatures (about 100 K) the Ni surface readily reconstructs upon
dissociative adsorption of hydrogen [22, 23], impinging from the background due to
the residual pressure of the UHV system. Since the energy dierences between the
possible stable CO2 adsorption congurations are very small, H−CO2 lateral inter-
actions or surface relaxation may play a relevant role upon H2 +CO2 co-adsorption.
In order to obtain information on the role of the presence of hydrogen on the popu-
lation of the adsorption sites, we performed some preliminary STM measurements
at 77 K, in the same measurement conditions of the HREEL spectra. Indeed, we could
observe that, while the as-prepared surface showed only molecules in HS and HU
sites, exposure to H2 induced a site switching yielding only SB and HU species. Al-
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though the role of the many dierent experimental variables (surface temperature,
hydrogen exposure, exposure time, surface reconstruction) leading to the observed
site change have not been thoroughly investigated yet, this observation points out
to the fact that the presence of the peak at 81 meV in the HREEL spectra also at low
coverage may be ascribed to the presence of very small amounts of hydrogen on the
surface inducing a minor part of the HS and/or HU species to switch to the SB site.
Since the discussion of the eects of hydrogen co-adsorption with CO2 are beyond
the scope of the present article, further measurements and details will be presented
elsewhere. However, we cannot exclude that in the HREEL spectra at higher cov-
erage the peak at 81 meV indeed is related to the presence of the SB species, but
stabilized by lateral interactions irrespective of hydrogen co-adsorption eects.
3.3 Conclusions
We have imaged by means of LT-STM single CO2 molecules chemisorbed in dif-
ferent adsorption congurations on a Ni(110) surface. Ab-initio DFT calculations,
both within the standard GGA for the exchange-correlation functional and with the
DFT-D correction for the Van der Waals contribution, predict four almost energet-
ically equivalent chemisorption congurations. Three of the predicted adsorption
geometries are consistent with the experimental STM images, namely the previ-
ously predicted HU and the novel HU-s and HS species. The DFT-D adsorption en-
ergy values, corrected also with the ZPE, are in good agreement with our previous
TPD data. Accounting for the new adsorption congurations found in this work,
we could rene the assignment of the vibrational modes observed in our previous
HREEL spectra, discussing the possible inuence of co-adsorbed atomic hydrogen
in the population of the adsorption sites under UHV experimental conditions.
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Chapter 4
The NH3−NO coadsorption
system on Pt(111)
The reduction of nitric oxide by ammonia to formN2 and water has a prominent role
in the control ofNOx emission from industrial and automotive processes. Ammonia
(NH3) is added to the exhaust gases in presence of a catalyst that promotes the se-
lective NO reduction without favoring other undesired concurrent reactions such as
O2 reduction [1]. The most common catalysts for this Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) process are based on metal oxides or zeolites, whereas for low-temperature
(< 300 ◦C) applications in absence of sulfur also noble metals are used [2].
The selectivity of this process has been tentatively explained by the formation
of coadsorption complexes [3]. Indeed, studies with isotopically-labeled reagents
(15NH3 and 14NO) at high pressures (up to 2 × 104 Pa) showed that on various met-
als like Pt, Cu, and Ru the resulting N2 stems mainly from the interaction of one
molecule of NH3 with one of NO [4], pointing towards a thorough intermixing of
the two species at reaction conditions. Detailed studies of NH3 and NO coadsorp-
tion by means of surface-integrating techniques were performed in particular on
Pt(111) [3, 5, 6]. In this model system the two reactants barely dissociate [7, 8] and
the reaction is almost inhibited in UHV [5], thus allowing for an unambiguous char-
acterization of the forming complex. Such a complex formation was rst proposed
on the basis of Electron Energy Loss vibrational Spectroscopy (EELS) and Thermal
Desorption Spectroscopy (TDS) experiments [5, 6]. Indeed, it was observed that
some distinct vibrational losses of NO and NH3 coalesce into a single feature upon
coadsorption. Moreover, TDS proved that the two reactants stabilize each other
on the surface, since they desorb together at 355 K, above the desorption maxima
of the individually-adsorbed species. Eventually, Near-Edge X-ray Absorption Fine
Structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS) measurements [3]. correlated the coadsorption
of NH3 with an increased N−O bond length, leading to a surface-mediated donor-
acceptor picture: the weakening of the N−O bond is due to an enhanced electron
back-donation into the NO pi ∗ anti-bonding resonance, with NH3 acting as electron
donor.
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All these techniques provided evidence for a relevantNH3−NO interaction upon
coadsorption on the (111) surface of platinum, but the exact nature of this coadsorp-
tion structure is at present unknown: what is its microscopic structure? Which is the
nature of the complex-stabilizing interaction? Here we address the rst question by
providing an atomistic characterization of the adsorption of the NH3−NO/Pt(111)
complex, elucidating its structure by combining Scanning Tunnel Microscopy (STM)
experiments and DFT calculations, and relating these new results to the obser-
vations in the literature. Evidence concerning the mechanisms involved in the
NH3−NO interaction is also provided.
This work, where I contributed part of the experiments and part of the DFT
calculations, is the subject of two forthcoming publications [9, 10].
4.1 Methods
4.1.1 Experimental
Experiments were performed in two custom ultra-high vacuum setups (base pres-
sure 1 × 10−8 Pa) hosting commercial Omicron microscopes: a variable-temperature
STM (VT-STM) and a low-temperature STM (LT-STM). Images were acquired in
constant-current mode with the sample cooled either by liquid nitrogen or by liquid
helium. The tunneling parameters as well as the sample temperature are provided
in each gure caption.
The Pt(111) sample was initially cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering and
annealing up to 1330 K. The appearance of graphene islands after the annealing
drove us to modify the cleaning procedure along the lines of an existing recipe [11],
to reduce the segregation of carbon: the daily preparation consisted of sputtering,
annealing (5 min at 1270 K, with 5 × 10−6 Pa of oxygen during the heating ramp up
to 970 K), oxidation (pO2 = 5 × 10−6 Pa ramping the sample temperature from 970 K
down to 110 K and then up to 570 K), reduction with H2 to remove residual surface
oxygen (pH2 = 1 × 10−6 Pa ramping the sample temperature from 420 K down to to
300 K an up to 420 K), ash to 620 K to desorb residual hydrogen.
NH3 (SIAD or Alphagaz, purity 99.995%) and NO (SIAD or Alphagaz, purity
99.9%) were dosed on the platinum sample using a microchannel-plate doser (VT-
STM) or by backlling the preparation chamber through a leak valve (LT-STM) up
to a total pressure in the 10−7 Pa range. In the latter case the total exposure was
determined by integrating the pressure signal sampled every 250 ms. Unless not
otherwise specied gas dosing was performed at a surface temperature of about
90 K.
LT-STM images were elaborated [12][13] after their acquisition by simple plane
subtraction, whereas a polynomial of degree 3 was subtracted from VT-STM ones.
The only enhancement applied was B-spline resampling to increase the pixel count.
When a known periodic lattice was observable – for instance a NO 2 × 2 structure
–, it was used to calibrate the length scale of the image and to correct for the linear
distortion due to the thermal drift of the sample with respect to the STM tip [14].
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When indicated the images were also rotated to be oriented along the crystallo-
graphic axes of the platinum sample.
4.1.2 Theoretical
Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were performed with the plane-wave-
based suite Q_uantum ESPRESSO [15], employing the Generalized Gradient Ap-
proximation for the exchange correlation functional in the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
parametrization (GGA-PBE) [16]. This approach does not take into account disper-
sive forces, which typically contribute a small correction to the energy of a cova-
lent or ionic bond, but can be relevant for inter-molecular interactions such as in the
NH3−NO mixed layer. Before including explicitly these eects in our computations,
we compared many of our GGA results with calculations performed within the Lo-
cal Density Approximation of the exchange-correlation functional in the Perdew-
Zunger parametrization (LDA-PZ) [17]. Since LDA typically overbinds – as opposed
to GGA – we can consider the LDA and GGA values for the binding energies as a
lower and an upper limit, respectively. We performed also some tests using the
GGA with the revPBE functional [18] for the local and semi-local interaction, and
the vdW-DF1 functional [19] for the non-local part.
Ultra-soft pseudo-potentials [20] were employed to describe the electron-ion in-
teraction1. It was checked that spin-polarized calculations are not necessary, with
the only exception of the open-shell gas-phase NO molecule. Standard numerical
convergence for the most relevant physical quantities were obtained using a plane-
wave cuto of 30 Ry for the wave functions and 240 Ry for the charge density. The
calculated lattice parameter of bulk platinum was found to be 400 pm, to be com-
pared with the experimental value of 392 pm [21].
The platinum (111) surface was simulated by means of periodically-repeated
supercells with slab geometry, with ve metal layers and a vacuum space 1.85 nm
wide, corresponding to eight inter-layer distances. Molecules are adsorbed at only
one side of the slab, therefore a dipole correction [22] is used to compensate the
ctitious electrostatic eld due to the asymmetric conguration and the nite slab
thickness. Atomic positions were relaxed until all forces were below 10−3 Ry/bohr,
keeping the atoms of the two lowest layers of the platinum slab xed at their bulk
positions.
Integration over the Brillouin zone was performed using the “cold smearing”
technique [23] with a smearing parameter of 2 × 10−2 Ry and Monkhorst-Pack mesh
of k-points [24] dependent on the size of the surface cell: 6 × 6 × 1 k-points for a
2 × 2 cell and 3 × 3 × 1 for a 4 × 4 one.
1We employed the GGA-PBE and LDA-PZ pseudo-potentials H.pbe-van_bm.UPF, N.pbe-van_-
bm.UPF, O.pbe-van_bm.UPF, Pt.pbe-n-van.UPF, H.pz-rrkjus.UPF, N.pz-rrkjus.UPF, O.pz-rrkjus.UPF,
and Pt.pz-rrkjus.UPF available at http://www.quantum-espresso.org. We instead generated the
GGA-revPBE pseudo-potentials by means of the atomic code of the Q_uantum ESPRESSO suite,
employing an energy cuto of 35 Ry and core cuto radii for valence electrons of rHs = 1.2 bohr,
rNs = 1.6 bohr, rNp = 1.5 bohr, rOs = 1.6 bohr, rOp = 1.6 bohr, rPts = 2.6 bohr, and rPtd = 2.3 bohr.
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The experimental constant-current STM images were simulated within the Ter-
so-Hamann approximation [25], according to which the tunneling current is pro-
portional to the energy-Integrated Local Density of States. The ILDOS is the real-
space density of electronic states which participate in the tunneling process, having
an energy between ϵF and ϵF + |e |V , were ϵF denotes the Fermi energy and V the
experimental sample bias. Specically, we mapped on a linear scale an ILDOS iso-
surface lying about 0.4 nm over the surface, blurring them with a Gaussian kernel
(FWHM = 64 pm) to account for the nite size of the STM tip. This approach does
not coincide with the usual mapping of the ILDOS at constant height: the latter is
simpler to implement but it might lead to dierent results, especially when dealing
with adsorbates.
Vibrational frequencies at the Γ point were computed using Density Functional
Perturbation Theory (DFPT) [26] in order to add the Zero Point Energy correc-
tion (ZPE) to the adsorption energies and to compare vibrational modes with the
available EELS experimental data. Since platinum is one order of magnitude more
massive than the adsorbate atoms, we greatly reduced the computational burden of
this calculation by keeping xed the position of the metal atoms. The validity of this
procedure was checked by performing test calculations which included also the rst
surface layer, without detecting any appreciable change in the relevant frequencies.
The adsorption energy is computed as
Eads = E (ads/Pt) −
∑
E (ads) − E (Pt)
where the rst term on the right side is the energy of the slab with the adsorbates,
the second is the energy of the individual adsorbates in gas phase and the last is the
energy of the bare platinum slab. With this convention, stable congurations are
characterized by negative adsorption energies.
Charge transfers upon adsorption were estimated trough the Löwdin population
analysis, calculated using atomic-orbital projectors [27]. Ball models were rendered
with the XCrySDen software [28].
4.2 Results and discussion
The natural starting point to understand the formation of the NH3−NO coadsorp-
tion complex is the separate adsorption of its “building blocks” – ammonia and nitric
oxide –, which was already the subject of many experimental and theoretical stud-
ies. Here we rst review what is already known on these surfaces, then we present
our characterization by means of STM and DFT. We report only what is new or rel-
evant to the present investigation, relating our ndings to the previous literature.
On this basis, we eventually present the data on the coadsorption layer.
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4.2.1 Ammonia
Results from literature
Ammonia does not signicantly dissociate on the (100) and (111) surfaces of plat-
inum [7], as opposed to more open, stepped or polycrystalline ones [7, 29]. Its ad-
sorption on Pt(111) was investigated with various surface science techniques [30–
39] and dierent ab initio DFT-based approaches [40–47] identifying three adsorp-
tion states sequentially populated uponNH3 uptake, labeled asα-, β-, andγ -NH3 [33].
α-NH3 is the rst-appearing species, displaying a maximum coverage of 0.25 ML2
and an “inverted umbrella” geometry: its three-fold axis stands up vertical [31].
with the N atom towards the platinum surface [32]. Concerning the adsorption
site, a direct experimental determination is lacking: it was tentatively assigned to a
threefold-hollow site from vibrational measurements [31], but all the existing DFT
calculations [40–47] unambiguously favor the top site. Actually, the latter has a
lower local electron density and thus a lower Pauli repulsion for electron-donor
adsorbates like NH3 [44, 48]. There is indeed a signicant charge transfer from
the molecule’s lone-pair orbital to the surface, which enhances its dipole moment
from the 1.47 D value of gas-phase NH3 to about 2.0 D [32], leading to a strong elec-
trostatic repulsion between adsorbed molecules [41]. The α-NH3 adsorption energy
per molecule is therefore coverage-dependent, as indicated by DFT calculations and
TDS experiments: at a coverage of 1/4 ML calculations based on the Generalized Gra-
dient Approximation predict an adsorption energy from −0.70 eV to −0.79 eV [43–
47], which decreases to the range −0.92 eV to −0.97 eV at 1/9 ML [44, 47]. This vari-
ation is consistent with the broad desorption feature in the TDS spectra [33, 39].
The β-NH3 state appears after the saturation of the α-NH3 layer (0.25 ML), up
to a total coverage of 1 ML; it is hydrogen-bonded to α-NH3 and starts desorbing
around 140 K [32]. TDS measurements [33] found an activation energy for desorp-
tion of (0.37 ± 0.03) eV, indicating a strong β-NH3 − α-NH3 hydrogen bond. This
bond is indeed enhanced by the positive local charge on the H atom of α-NH3, aris-
ing from the electron transfer from the molecule to the platinum surface [40].
Finally, γ -NH3 is the multilayer of solid ammonia formed below 100 K at cover-
ages higher than 1 ML [33].
Low-Energy Electron Diraction (LEED) measurements did not detect any ad-
sorbate-induced periodicity [31], either because NH3 lacks a long-range order on
this surface, or because the ordering is destroyed by the interaction with the LEED
electron beam.
Our results
Our experimental STM images of the adsorbedNH3 are shown in gure 4.1. The sur-
faces in panels 4.1b and 4.1c were prepared by saturating the clean platinum kept at
T < 140 K with about 2 L of NH3,3 and then ashing the sample to the various tem-
2One monolayer (ML) corresponds to one adsorbate per surface atom
3One langmuir (L) is equal to 10−6 torr · s, or 1.33 × 10−4 Pa · s
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Figure 4.1: NH3 adsorbed on Pt(111). (a) a complete layer of α-NH3 after an uptake
at 156 K. α-NH3 shows a 2 × 2 local periodicity, and is covered by some β-NH3;
(b) a ash to 178 K leaves very small islands of 2 × 2 α-NH3 and desorbs β-NH3
completely; (c) a ash to 274 K reduces the coverage and arranges α-NH3 molecules
in short linear structures. (d) NH3 dosed on a cold (98 K) surface. The substrate
atoms are highlighted in the lower-left corner with a dierent color mapping. (e) is
the same image as (d), with a dierent color mapping to emphasize the molecules’
centers. The grid is described in the text and crosses over the top sites, which are
therefore conrmed to be the NH3 adsorption sites. Image parameters: (a) 12 nm ×
17 nm, sample bias V = 600 mV, tunneling current I = 0.1 nA, surface temperature
T = 156 K; (b) 20 nm× 13 nm,V = 346 mV, I = 0.4 nA,T < 170 K; (c) 20 nm× 13 nm,
V = 401 mV, I = 0.4 nA, T < 170 K; (d) 5.6 nm × 5.6 nm, V = −100 mV, I = 50 nA,
T = 5 K.
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peratures reported in the gure. The surface in panel 4.1a was instead obtained by
dosing NH3 during the imaging of a surface kept at 156 K and previously prepared
with a low coverage of NH3. After an uptake at 156 K (gure 4.1a) 2 × 2 ordered
domains are present on the surface, partially covered by an unresolved species. A
ash to 178K (4.1b), above the desorption temperature of β-NH3, completely re-
moves the second-layer molecules leaving an incomplete rst layer partly arranged
in 2 × 2 islands. This suggests the identication of the 2 × 2 layer as α-NH3 and
the unresolved one as β-NH3. Flashing at higher temperature (4.1c) reduces α-NH3
coverage and destroys the 2 × 2 periodicity: the molecules appear in dimers and
in short linear structures. Further ashing (not shown) leaves isolated molecules
randomly distributed on the surface.
Figure 4.1d shows instead a surface obtained with a small exposure of NH3
(0.04 L) on a cold surface (98 K) without any subsequent annealing. In this image
the platinum atoms are individually resolved (emphasized in the lower-left corner),
allowing us to directly determine the adsorption site of α-NH3. To this end, the
periodicity of the Pt(111) lattice was highlighted by Fourier ltering,4 the ltered
image was then used to overlay a grid on the original image (gure 4.1e), crossing
above the platinum atoms. Eventually, the color-scale was expanded to evidence
that all the NH3 centers correspond to the grid crossings, and thus to the top sites.
On the theoretical side, we characterized by DFT the adsorption of α-NH3 at
dierent coverages, obtaining equilibrium geometry, energetics, charge redistri-
bution, vibrational modes, and STM images. Our results agree with the existing
literature [44] for the 1/4 ML case, conrming in particular that adsorption is fa-
vored on the top site. The adsorption energy with (without) ZPE correction is
Eads = −0.60 eV/molecule (−0.69 eV/molecule) for the 2 × 2 ordered layer at 1/4 ML,
decreasing to −0.81 eV/molecule (−0.99 eV/molecule) at 1/16 ML. There is no general
consensus in literature about the existence of other adsorption sites. We found sta-
ble but very weak adsorption on bridge, fcc-hollow, and hcp-hollow sites,5 with a
ZPE-corrected adsorption energy of −0.05 eV/molecule at 1/4 ML, equal within the
numerical accuracy. Other DFT results concerning geometry, charge redistribution,
and vibrational frequencies of the adsorbed α-NH3 are reported in tables 4.2 and 4.3
for comparison with the coadsorbed complex.
Summarizing, our experiments demonstrate that α-NH3 adsorbs on top sites as
predicted by DFT, forming a short-ranged 2 × 2 structure only at coverages close
to 1/4 ML. This periodicity readily disappears with decreasing coverage. It can be
argued that the transition between the various α-NH3 adsorption congurations
with decreasing coverage – from 2 × 2 layer, to short linear structures, to randomly
distributed molecules – is related to the strong electrostatic repulsion between the
dipoles of the adsorbed molecules. Indeed, similar structures are obtained in a
4We employed a band-pass rst-order Butterworth lter, upper wavelength 0.30 nm, lower wave-
length 0.23 nm
5Hcp-hollow sites have an atom of the second layer under them, fcc-hollow ones have another
hollow site instead.
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Monte Carlo simulation of a lattice gas whose molecules interact with a dipole-
dipole repulsive pair potential [49].
4.2.2 Nitric oxide
Results from literature
The adsorption of NO on Pt(111) has been extensively characterized both experi-
mentally – as reviewed by Zhu and coworkers [8] – and theoretically [50–54], lead-
ing to a coherent picture with three dierent adsorption sites in a 2 × 2 periodicity.
NO adsorption begins at threefold fcc-hollow sites (α-NO) up to a maximum cov-
erage of 1/4 ML. Before the completion of this layer, also the top sites start to be
populated (β-NO) up to a total coverage of 1/2 ML; eventually the hcp-hollow sites
(γ -NO) are occupied too, up to 3/4 ML. Accordingly, the calculated GGA adsorp-
tion energies are [52]: −1.84 eV/molecule in adsorbing a complete layer of α-NO on
clean platinum, −1.36 eV/molecule for a complete layer of β-NO on the α-NO layer,
and −1.03 eV/molecule for a γ -NO layer on α-NO + β-NO. Adsorption always takes
place trough the N atom, but while α-NO and γ -NO stand vertically on the sur-
face, β-NO has its axis tilted by about 50° with respect to the surface normal [52,
55]. Upon heating, no dissociation takes place and the onset of desorption is 190 K,
275 K, and 320 K for γ -, β-, and α-NO, respectively [8]; the TDS peaks of the latter
two species merge in a single broad feature [5, 6].
Our results
The left panels of gure 4.2 show the three adsorption congurations of nitric oxide,
prepared in three dierent experiments by saturating the surface with about 3 L
of NO and subsequently ashing to 310 K (α-NO), 210 K (α-NO + β-NO) or 180 K
(α-NO + β-NO + γ -NO). On the basis of NO adsorption sites, we can distinguish
between the fcc- and the hcp-hollow sites in the STM images. This allows us to
determine the orientation of the platinum crystal and the relative orientation of its
crystallographic axes with respect to the STM scanner reference frame.
By carefully ashing the NO-saturated surface to 315 K we were able to pre-
pare an almost complete pure α-NO layer, with a residual β-NO coverage of about
0.04 ML. Any further increase of the ashing temperature induces the desorption of
α-NO without reducing the residual β-NO coverage signicantly. This eect can be
ascribed to the mutual stabilization between α-NO and β-NO: measurements of the
work function variation during NO uptake showed indeed that the two species have
opposite dipole moments [56]. An existing DFT study attributes this eect to the
dierent intra-molecular redistribution of the charge transfered upon adsorption
from the surface to α-NO or β-NO [52].
Our DFT-optimized structures agree with the existing literature [52–55], giving
for instance Eads = −1.64 eV/molecule (−1.71 eV/molecule) with (without) ZPE cor-
rection for the 2 × 2 layer of α-NO. These structures are shown in the ball models
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Figure 4.2: The adsorption structures of NO on Pt(111). Left column: experimental
STM images; middle column: DFT-simulated STM images; right column: ball model
of the calculated geometries. Top row: α-NO adsorbed on fcc-hollow sites at a total
coverageΘ = 1/4 ML; middle row: α-NO + β-NO adsorbed on top sites atΘ = 1/2 ML,
here a 2 × 2 unit cell delimited by four β-NO molecules is highlighted; bottom row:
α-NO + β-NO + γ -NO adsorbed on hcp-hollow sites at Θ = 3/4 ML, the dark spots
on this experimental image are due to missing γ -NO molecules. The ball models
show the β-NO molecules tilted in the same direction, whereas the corresponding
simulated images are averages over the three possible tilt directions, as explained
in the text. All images are 1.4 nm × 1.6 nm. Image parameters: (α ) V = −75 mV,
I = 20 nA, T = 5 K; (αβ) V = 400 mV, I = 0.40 nA, T = 150 K; (αβγ ) V = 400 mV,
I = 0.62 nA, T = 150 K. An ILDOS iso-value of 4.0 × 10−2 nm−3 is used for all the
simulated images.
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of gure 4.2, together with the corresponding simulated STM images. Our DFT re-
sults conrm that β-NO is tilted towards an fcc-hollow site [52, 55], but also show
that each β-NO molecule can be independently tilted in any of the three equiva-
lent directions, indicating the absence of interaction between them. This nding
is obtained by considering a 4 × 4 unit cell with 4 α-NO and 4 β-NO molecules:
no appreciable energy dierence is found if the β-NO molecules are tilted in dier-
ent directions. Therefore a picture of the α-NO + β-NO layer where all the β-NO
molecules are oriented in the same way – as necessarily implied by a 2 × 2 surface
unit cell – is misleading [52, 55]. The energy barrier between the dierent tilt ori-
entations is about 50 meV [54], thus experimental STM images at 150 K are likely
a time average over the three dierent orientations. This would explain why they
are compatible with a p3m1 symmetry that should be broken if β-NO is tilted in a
preferential direction. To take into account this eect in the simulated STM images
the ILDOS iso-surface was rotated around a β-NO site and averaged over the three
possible tilt orientations. Similar considerations apply also to the α-NO + β-NO +
γ -NO layer.
4.2.3 NH3−NOmixed layer
We prepared the NH3−NO complex by saturating with 2 L of NH3 the α-NO layer
described in the previous section. Figure 4.3a shows the corresponding surface im-
aged at T < 170 K. Above the fully extended 2 × 2 α-NO layer – not visible in the
image – it is possible to distinguish three dierent adsorbed species on the basis of
their apparent height: two of them, the majority species and the lower (darker) one,
form a 2 × 2 layer, on which the third one is visible as a brighter trilobate feature. In
order to gain insight on the nature and on the adsorption sites of these species we
ashed the surface to obtain selective desorption. A rst ash to 260 K leaves the
surface unchanged, whereas a ash to 273 K desorbs the bright trilobate species. In
a separate experiment this was tentatively identied as carbon monoxide adsorbed
from the background, since we observed that its coverage increased after exposing
the surface to CO. The darker species in gure 4.3a has a coverage comparable to
the one of residual on-top β-NO on the α-NO layer used as a starting point for the
preparation of the mixed layer, and desorbs after a ash to 300 K (gure 4.3b). This
ashing temperature is the same of the TDS desorption peak of uncomplexed-NO
from a mixed NH3−NO layer, as reported by Burgess and coworkers [6]. Based on
these indications, we tentatively identify the lower species as residual β-NO ad-
sorbed on top sites, and the majority species in-registry with it as NH3 adsorbed
on-top as well. It should be noted here that our simulated STM images (not shown)
do not reproduce the contrast dierence between the β-NO and the NH3 molecules
of gure 4.3a. The reason of this discrepancy lies probably in the approximations
used to derive the simulated STM images, that may fail in describing correctly such
small height dierences. More accurate simulations should take into account the
polarization induced by the local electric eld due to the STM tip.
A ash to 336 K (gure 4.3c) causes the partial desorption of the 2 × 2 layer,
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Figure 4.3: The NH3−NO mixed layer on Pt(111). (a) the layer imaged at 170 K, with
some β-NO molecules in-registry with NH3 and the trilobate feature mentioned in
the text; (b) two out-of-phase 2 × 2 domains of NH3−NO after a ash to 300 K, β-
NO is desorbed; (c) an island of NH3−NO left by a ash to 336 K, the structure of
the layer is manifest in the circles. Bottom: a detail from latter gure (d) with the
corresponding DFT-simulated STM image (e) and a ball model (f) of the calculated
geometry, on which a 2 × 2 unit cell delimited by fourNH3 molecules is highlighted.
The dark spots on (d) are due to missing NH3 molecules. Experimental parameters:
(a) 15.5 nm × 9.1 nm, V = 390 mV, I = 0.42 nA, T < 170 K; (b) 8.2 nm × 8.2 nm,
V = 20 mV, I = 0.3 nA, T < 170 K; (c) 4.7 nm × 4.7 nm, V = −50 mV, I = 1.5 nA,
T = 77 K; (d) 1.4 nm×1.6 nm, same parameters of (c). Theoretical image parameters:
theoretical sample bias VDFT = 200 mV, ILDOS iso-value 4.0 × 10−2 nm−3.
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allowing to distinguish another species with lower apparent height. We attribute
this lower feature to NO, since its apparent height with respect to the platinum
surface is comparable to the one of α-NO alone on Pt(111) (from 8 pm to 35 pm,
depending on tip condition and imaging parameters), whereas the brighter feature,
already identied as NH3, is comparable with α-NH3 dosed alone (from 80 pm to
120 pm). From this image, the mixed layer can be argued to be the intercalation of
a 2 × 2 adlayer of α-NH3 with a similar 2 × 2 adlayer of NO, with the 1:1 NH3:NO
stoichiometry indicated by TDS measurements [6].
The adsorption site of NO in the mixed layer can be inferred by comparing the
bottom row of gure 4.3 with theα-NO + β-NO layer (gure 4.2 middle row). In both
cases there is a brighter species adsorbed on top sites, respectively α-NH3 or β-NO.
This species delimits a rhombic unit cell highlighted in the respective ball models.
Since the images are oriented in the same way with respect to the crystallographic
axes of the platinum surface, the upper half of the rhombic unit cells is centered
on a hcp-hollow site and the lower one on a fcc-hollow one. In the α-NO + β-NO
layer, the lower half of the cell appears brighter than the upper one, indicating to the
presence of an α-NO molecule; the same contrast appears in the NH3−NO mixed
layer, indicating that also in this case NO is adsorbed in a fcc-hollow site.
From the discussion above we conclude that the mixed layer is the intercalation
of a 2 × 2 adlayer of α-NH3 with a 2 × 2 adlayer of α-NO, id est a mixture of the
most stable structures of the two species adsorbed separately on Pt(111).
Our experimental determination of the adsorption geometry of the mixed layer
relies totally on the identication of the adsorption site of NH3 in this structure;
further evidence is therefore needed to unambiguously conrm this picture. In-
deed gure 4.4 shows that in principle there are six possible combinations of high-
symmetry adsorption sites for the mixed layer. Among these, only three are com-
patible with the experimental STM images, where every triangle formed by three
NO molecules surrounding an α-NH3 points towards the 〈1¯1¯2〉 directions, as em-
phasized at the borders of the adsorbate islands of gure 4.3c. In other words, only
three combinations have the NO adsorbed in the lower half of a unit cell delimited
by four NH3 molecules, like the one in gure 4.3f. Another free parameter is the
ammonia adsorption geometry: in principle, one can consider for NH3 both “in-
verted umbrella” and “umbrella” congurations, with H atoms pointing upwards or
towards the surface, respectively. The experimental STM images indicate however
a similar apparent height for the complexed ammonia and for α-NH3 alone on the
surface, thus suggesting that the “inverted umbrella” geometry is retained.
In order to distinguish between these possibilities we performed DFT calcula-
tions to determine their equilibrium geometries and adsorption energies, reporting
in table 4.1 only the congurations stable upon force relaxation. Among those com-
patible with the experimental STM images (upper part of the table), the stablest
conguration is the no. 1, with NH3 on top and NO on fcc-hollow sites, thus con-
rming our previous identication of the adsorption sites. The adsorption energy of
other compatible congurations is at least 1.01 eV/cell higher, and the most of this
dierence comes from the fact that the no. 1 is the only conguration where NH3
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Figure 4.4: The six possible combinations of adsorption sites for the NH3−NO 2 × 2
layer. In all cases the triangle center is the ammonia site, while the corners are the
NO sites. Experimental STM images are compatible only with the upright trian-
gles (lower row). The numbers refer to the congurations stable upon DFT force
relaxation listed in table 4.1.
sits on-top: as we stated before, DFT calculations unambiguously support this site
for NH3 adsorption on this surface. Comparison with the experiment allows instead
to exclude other possible stable congurations (lower part of table 4.1), such as the
no. 4 where NH3 sits on-top and NO on hcp-hollow sites, whose DFT adsorption
energy is only 0.18 eV/cell higher than on-top NH3 + fcc-hollow NO.
The stability of the mixed layer is evaluated by calculating the adsorption energy
gain with respect to NH3 and NO separately adsorbed in the same sites and at the
same coverage. We therefore dene the cohesion energy Ecoh of the coadsorbed
structure as
Ecoh =
(
E (NH3 + NO/Pt2×2) + E (Pt2×2)
)
−(
E (NH3/Pt2×2) + E (NO/Pt2×2)
)
Here E (NH3 + NO/Pt2×2) is the total energy of the platinum slab with the mixed
layer adsorbed, E (Pt2×2) the energy of the clean slab andE (NH3/Pt2×2) andE (NO/Pt2×2)
the ones of a slab bearing an NH3 layer and a NO one, respectively. This cohe-
sion energy can be interpreted as the total-energy variation in desorbing a layer
of one of the complex constituents – NO or NH3 – from an otherwise clean plat-
inum slab to adsorb it together with the other constituent. The variation of Ecoh
between the possible combinations of adsorption sites of table 4.1 closely follows
the Eads trend. In particular, we obtained for the on-top NH3 + fcc-hollow NO layer
Ecoh = −0.24 eV (−0.29 eV) from a GGA calculation with (without) ZPE correction,
and −0.50 eV from LDA without ZPE (table 4.2). This negative value indicates a sta-
bilization upon complex formation, consistent with the shift towards higher tem-
perature of the TDS desorption maxima of both NH3 and NO upon coadsorption [5,
6]. The explicit inclusion of dispersion forces aects only marginally the geometric
and electronic structure calculated by GGA, and gives cohesion energies in between
the GGA and LDA values.
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Table 4.1: Adsorption and cohesion energies (in eV/cell, without ZPE correction) for
the stable NH3−NO coadsorption geometries in a 2 × 2 unit cell. In the upper part
are listed those compatible with the experimentally determined layer orientation. u-
NH3 indicates an “umbrella” geometry, with H atoms pointing towards the surface,
while i-NH3 indicates “inverted umbrella”, with H atoms pointing upwards. u-NH3
alone is not stable on the surface, so the corresponding cohesion energies remain
undened.
conguration Eads Ecoh
1 i-NH3 on-top + NO fcc-h −2.69 −0.29
2 i-NH3 fcc-h + NO hcp-h −1.68 −0.06
3 u-NH3 fcc-h + NO hcp-h −1.58 −
4 i-NH3 on-top + NO hcp-h −2.51 −0.24
5 i-NH3 hcp-h + NO fcc-h −1.82 −0.07
6 u-NH3 hcp-h + NO fcc-h −1.72 −
Figure 4.5: The geometrical parameters listed in table 4.2.
Having conrmed that the NH3−NO mixed layer is the intercalation of an on-
top α-NH3 layer with a fcc-hollow α-NO one, we summarize the DFT results for
this structure in table 4.2, reporting a comparison of cohesion energies calculated
in dierent approximations, structural parameters, and charge transfers for the in-
dividually adsorbed NO and NH3, and the α-NO − α-NH3 2 × 2 mixed layer.
The calculated properties of this mixed layer are in line with the experimen-
tal ndings. Specically, NEXAFS measurements [3] detected an increase of the
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Table 4.2: Calculated geometries, cohesion energies, and charge transfers for α-NO,
α-NH3, and the coadsorbed NH3−NO. Columns refer to α-NO and α-NH3 individ-
ually adsorbed on 2 × 2 unit cells (constituents), to the same molecules coadsorbed
in the same cell (mixed layer), and to a triangular unit of α-NH3 + 3 α-NO in a 4 × 4
cell (unit). Symbols denote: h height of an atom with respect to the average height
of surface atoms; d distance between two atoms; α angle between three atoms; ∆n
dierence of total projected charges with respect to the gas-phase molecules frozen
in the adsorbed geometry; Ecoh cohesion energy. The values for dH−O and αO−H−N
before allowing the 2 × 2 layer to relax from the separate-adsorption geometry are
reported in brackets.
parameter constituents NH3−NOunit mixed layer
Ecoh GGA+ZPE eV/cell unstable −0.24
Ecoh GGA eV/cell −0.11 −0.29
Ecoh LDA eV/cell −0.39 −0.50
dH−O pm (230) 223 229
αO−H−N deg (164.7) 158.5 159.7
NO hN pm 134 130 123
dN−O pm 120 122 126
∆nσ
(a) electrons −0.54 −0.55 −0.57
∆npi
(b) electrons +0.68 +0.43 +0.80
NH3 hN pm 220 221 217
dN−H pm 103 103 102
αPt−N−H deg 107.5 110.2 109.7
∆n (c) electrons −0.34 −0.34 −0.33
(a) NO nσ is the sum of projected charges on 2s and 2pz atomic orbitals of N and O, z
being the surface normal;
(b) NO npi is the sum of projected charges on 2px and 2py atomic orbitals of N and O;
(c) NH3 n is the sum of projected charges on NH3 atomic orbitals.
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Table 4.3: Comparison between experimental (EELS) and theoretical (DFPT) vibrational
spectra of α-NH3, α-NO + β-NO, and NH3−NO mixed layers.
conguration coverage vibrational mode ~ωtheo ~ωexp relative
[ML] [meV] [meV] dierence (a)
α-NH3 1/4 NH3 sym. def. 128 135 −0.05
α-NO +
1/4 + 1/4 N−O stretch 182 185 −0.01
β-NO N−O stretch 217 212 0.02
α-NH3 + 1/4 + 1/4 NH3 sym. def. + N−O str. 150 159 −0.06
α-NO NH3 sym. def. + N−O str. 160 0.01
(a) (~ωtheo − ~ωexp)/~ωexp
energy separation between the adsorbed NO σ ∗ and pi ∗ anti-bonding resonances
in the mixed layer with respect to a pure-NO one, indicating a N−O bond length
increase from (124 ± 5) pm to (128 ± 5) pm. This was attributed to an increased
electron back-donation from Pt surface to the pi ∗ anti-bonding resonance of the ad-
sorbed NO molecule. This donation/back-donation picture is conrmed by our DFT
calculations, which predict a net electron transfer from NH3 to Pt surface, an elon-
gated N−O bond, and an increased NO pi projected charge inside the mixed layer
(table 4.2). The calculations also predict a higher work function of the mixed layer
(ϕ = 3.9 eV) with respect to pure NH3 (ϕ = 2.8 eV), consistently with the reported
experimental trend [3]. Eventually, the calculation of the vibrational modes of the
adlayers correctly predicts the coalescence of the NH3 and NO modes upon complex
formation as detected by EELS [5] (table 4.3).
It should be noted that our preparation of the mixed layer diers from what
reported in literature. Indeed, we rst dose NO, anneal the surface to get an α-
NO layer, and then dose NH3, while in all the previous studies [3, 5, 6] NH3 was
dosed before NO. The recipe in literature comes from the observation by Esch and
coworkers [3] thatNH3 adsorption is almost completely inhibited on aNO-saturated
surface, while NO can still adsorb on a surface covered by NH3. On the basis of our
ndings, this behavior can be easily rationalized by considering that both α-NH3
and β-NO compete for the same on-top adsorption sites: when the surface is al-
ready saturated by NO these sites are not available for ammonia. On the contrary,
when NH3 is dosed rst, fcc-hollow sites are available for α-NO adsorption. This
procedure, however, cannot produce a long-range ordered mixed layer, because α-
NH3 is ordered only locally. An almost pure α-NO layer is instead the best, highly
ordered template for the formation of a complete mixed layer upon NH3 adsorption.
In order to check that the atomic-level structure of the mixed layer is preserved re-
gardless of the preparation procedure, we concluded our experiments by analyzing
the surface obtained by dosing NH3 rst. As expected, while the order in the sat-
urated layer is remarkably lower, the images obtained after ashing the sample in
order to reduce the coverage removing excess adsorbates are indistinguishable from
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Figure 4.6: NH3−3NO triangular units on Pt(111). (a) experimental STM image
(6.6 nm × 3.4 nm). Bottom: a 1.1 nm × 1.1 nm detail (b) of the former image with
the corresponding DFT-calculated STM image (c) and a ball model of the calculated
geometry (d). Experimental image parameters: V = 15 mV, I = 10 nA, T = 5 K. For
the DFT-calculated STM image an ILDOS iso-value of 1.3 × 10−2 nm−3 was used.
those obtained by our recipe.
4.2.4 NH3−3NO isolated units
Annealing the mixed layer surface up to 345 K leads to the desorption of most of the
adsorbates, leaving on the surface a small coverage of triangular units (gure 4.6)
with a maximum apparent height of 87 pm÷95 pm, compatible with the one of NH3
in the mixed layer. Like the triangles at the borders of NH3−NO islands in gure
4.3c, they are composed by a higher central molecule surrounded by three lower
ones, and have the same orientation as well, pointing towards the [1¯1¯2] direction.
We conclude that these units are formed by a central α-NH3 molecule adsorbed on a
top site and three α-NO molecules on fcc-hollow ones. Other choices of adsorption
sites compatible with the experimental orientation of these triangles would adsorb
NH3 on a site dierent from the the top one, and the DFT calculations on the 2 × 2
layer (table 4.1) already indicate that shifting NH3 from the top site is energetically
unfavored.
This unit was simulated in a 4 × 4 unit cell, and we dene its cohesion energy
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as
unit Ecoh =
(
E (NH3 + 3NO/Pt4×4) + E (Pt4×4)
)
−(
E (NH3/Pt4×4) + E (3NO/Pt4×4)
)
in order to account for the interaction between ammonia and nitric oxide, while
leaving aside the one between the three NO molecules. We chose this denition
because there are three NH3−NO bonds per unit cell both in this triangular unit
and in the 2 × 2 layer, so by comparing the cohesion energies for the two cases
we obtain the relative strength of the NH3−NO bond in the two structures. This
cohesion energy and the structural parameters forNO in this structure (table 4.2) are
in-between the α-NO and NH3−NO layers. Since the 1:3 NH3:NO stoichiometry of
this structure is also intermediate, one could argue that these quantities are related
to the amount of electron donation from ammonia to platinum and subsequent back-
donation to the NO pi ∗ resonance. This simple picture is however questioned by the
reduced NO pi population in this structure (table 4.2), which is even lower than in
the α-NO case.
4.2.5 The NH3−NO bond
The fact thatNH3 andNO are stabilized in a 2 × 2 coadsorption layer, where the two
molecules are in a favorable geometry to react with each other, points towards a key
role of the NH3−NO inter-molecular interaction in the selectivity of NO reduction.
This interaction is mediated by the charge transfer through the platinum surface,
as detected both by NEXAFS and DFT, however the presence of a hydrogen atom
in a linear conguration in-between two electronegative species – the nitrogen of
ammonia and the oxygen of NO – suggests that a direct hydrogen bond may have a
role (gure 4.5) Moreover, in the “triangular unit”, the NO molecules slightly bend
(3.4°) towards NH3, hinting at the presence of H−O bonds. Their relative strength
is suggested by the fact that the vast majority of the units left on the surface after
the annealing still have three NO “leafs”, meaning that they are stable up to NH3
desorption. To assess whether a direct hydrogen bond contribute to the overall pic-
ture, we used the characterizing criteria recently given by the International Union
of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) [57, 58]. The hydrogen bond is dened
by IUPAC as «an attractive interaction between a hydrogen atom from a molecule or
a molecular fragment X−H in which X is more electronegative than H, and an atom
or a group of atoms in the same or a dierent molecule, in which there is evidence
of bond formation.» The situation is depicted as X−H · · · Y−Z, where in our case
X is the nitrogen of ammonia, Y and Z are respectively the O and N atoms of NO
(N−H · · · O−N). In the following the IUPAC criteria are listed and used to discuss
our DFT results.
«The forces involved in the formation of a hydrogen bond include those of elec-
trostatic origin, those arising from charge transfer between the donor and acceptor
leading to partial covalent bond formation between H and Y [O], and those originat-
ing from dispersion.» «The atoms X and H are covalently bonded to one another and
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the X−H bond is polarized, the H · · · Y [H · · · O] bond strength increasing with the
increase in electronegativity of X [N].» The analysis of Löwdin charges indicate an
electrostatic interaction, together with the polarization of the N−H bond: the par-
tial positive charge of hydrogen (+0.54 |e |) is in-between the negative charges of
ammonia’s N (−0.54 |e |) and NO’s oxygen (−0.26 |e |). The partially covalent char-
acter of the H · · · O interaction is made evident by the decomposition of the DFT-
calculated electronic structure into localized orbitals (Maximally-Localized Wannier
Functions [59]), which is reported in a forthcoming publication [10]. The most rel-
evant result is that there is one Wannier function associated to each H · · · O bond,
and their charge barycenters are in-between O and H, indicating a directional, co-
valent interaction. This covalency is only partial, since the charge centers are not
in the middle between H and O, but closer to the latter. Eventually, our calcula-
tions could not provide insight on the role of dispersive interactions, since these
are neglected in standard DFT-GGA. Tests performed with more rened schemes
(wdW-DF [19, 60, 61] and DFT-D [62]), reported in [10], gave unsatisfactory results,
due also to implementation problems.
«The X−Y · · · Z [N−H · · · O] angle is usually linear (180°) and the closer the angle
is to 180°, the stronger is the hydrogen bond and the shorter is the H · · · Y [H · · · O]
distance.» The N−H · · · O angle in the equilibrium structure is about 160° (table 4.2).
«The length of the X−H [N−H] bond usually increases on hydrogen bond forma-
tion leading to a red shift in the infrared X−H stretching frequency and an increase in
the infrared absorption cross-section for the X−H stretching vibration. The greater the
lengthening of the X−H bond in X−Y · · · Z [N−H · · · O], the stronger is the H · · · Y
[H · · · O] bond. Simultaneously, new vibrational modes associated with the forma-
tion of the H · · · Y bond are generated.» The N−H bond length in NH3 in presence
of NO does not change with respect to ammonia separately adsorbed. There are
three modes associated to N−H vibrations: one symmetric stretching mode with
energy of 412 meV inNH3/Pt, that decreases to 406 meV in the 2 × 2 mixed layer and
405 meV in the isolated triangular structure; two degenerate antisymmetric stretch-
ings, with energy of 430 meV in NH3/Pt, becoming 420 meV in the mixed layer and
419 meV in the isolated triangular structure. A small, but well dened, red shift is
therefore detected. Eventually, several oscillation modes couple the two molecules.
By means of STM-IETS, which will be the subject of chapter 5, we tried to detect
experimentally the shift induced by hydrogen bonding by measuring the vibrational
modes of NO molecules individually adsorbed on the surface and complexed in the
triangular NH3−3NO units shown in gure 4.6. The signal-to-noise ration we were
able to achieve at that time limited our measurements to the low-energy part of the
spectrum (~ω < 100 meV), well below the vibrational signatures of hydrogen bond-
ing. However we successfully detected two vibrations, at (48.4 ± 0.2) meV in the
case of isolated NO, and at (53.0 ± 0.4) meV in the units (gure 4.7).6 DFT calcula-
tions attributed the former to the hindered rotation of NO (two almost-degenerate
6The statistical uncertainties come from 7 measurements on the isolated NO and 8 on the trian-
gular NH3−3NO unit, like the ones displayed in gure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: STM-IETS spectra of an individual α-NO molecule, and of a NO molecule
in a triangular complex. Tip stabilized at V = −80 mV, I = 20 nA, sinusoidal mod-
ulation of Vm = 4.0 mVpk at fm = 1312 Hz. The marked features correspond to
the vibrational modes described in the text. The displayed traces are the dierence
between measurement acquired on the molecule and on the platinum surface. 670
individual spectra were averaged, for a total measurement time of 5 h 30 min. IETS
signal was sampled in 1 mV steps, stabilizing the lock-in low-pass lter (fourth-
order RC with 30 ms time constant, having a roll-o of 24 dB/oct, f−3dB = 2.31 Hz,
ENBWLPF = 2.60 Hz) for 150 ms after each voltage step, before acquiring data for
10 ms.
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modes at 52 meV and 53 meV, for 1/9 ML NO coverage), and the latter to a collective
hindered translation of the unit at 55 meV.
«The X−H · · · Y−Z [N−H · · · O−N] hydrogen bond leads to characteristic NMR
signatures that typically include pronounced proton deshielding for H in X−H [N−H],
through hydrogen bond spin-spin couplings between X [N] and Y [O], and nuclear
Overhauser enhancements.» We did not aord the NMR characterization, since the
possibility of calculating NMR shifts via density-functional perturbation theory has
been recently implemented in the Q_uantum ESPRESSO suite, but limiting to insu-
lating systems.
«The Gibbs energy of formation for the hydrogen bond should be greater than the
thermal energy of the system for the hydrogen bond to be detected experimentally.»
HREELS experiments detect the eect of NH3−NO interaction at 300 K [5].
Summarizing, we can conclude that there is a partial hydrogen-bond component
in the NH3−NO interaction. Several hints, such as the weak red-shift of the N−H
modes and the limited covalent character of the H · · · O bond, point towards a lim-
ited relative importance of this bonding mechanism with respect to the substrate-
mediated interaction.
4.3 Conclusions
We investigated the coadsorption of ammonia and nitric oxide on the (111) surface
of platinum by combining atomically-resolved STM imaging and state-of-the-art
DFT calculations.
Our investigation started from the individual adsorption of these species, imag-
ing the coverage-dependent adsorption structures of NH3 – short-ranged 2 × 2 ad-
layer, linear structures, isolated molecules – and conrming experimentally that
the top site is the preferred one for its adsorption on this surface. Regarding NO,
we were able to obtain an ordered and almost complete α-NO 2 × 2 layer with a
minimal residual coverage of β-NO, which is the ideal template for the selective
preparation of the coadsorption complex with long-range order.
By coadsorbing ammonia on this substrate, a mixed NH3−NO adlayer with the
same periodicity results. We determined the adsorption geometry of this layer, in
particular NH3 adsorbs on top and NO on fcc-hollow sites. The adsorption char-
acterization provided by DFT agrees with the existing experimental results, cor-
roborating the proposed model of interaction via surface-mediated charge transfer
from NH3 lone-pair orbital to NO pi ∗ one [3]. The DFT cohesional stabilization of
the extended layer is 0.29 eV per formula unit, and the calculated vibrational ener-
gies of both the coadsorption structure and of its constituents t the experimental
values found in literature. Eventually, the peculiar geometry of this layer points
towards the existence of hydrogen bonds: the hydrogen atoms lie indeed between
the nitrogen of ammonia and the oxygen of NO. Referring to IUPAC denition, we
ascertained that an hydrogen-bond component is indeed present, but it is of relative
importance with respect to the substrate-mediated interaction.
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Our results demonstrate that the NH3−NO interaction stabilizes a coadsorption
layer where the two species are intermixed in a favorable geometry to react with
each other. Further studies are required to properly assess the relevance of the
mixed layer we characterized in the real catalytic process, taking into account the
pressure [63] and materials gap as well as the possible inuence of other coadsorbed
species such as oxygen, always present in combustion exhausts.
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Chapter 5
How to probe the vibrational
modes of one molecule
A scanning tunneling microscope can provide atomically-resolved images of a sur-
face, and since its invention in 1981 [1] many eorts have been directed to devise
new, “smart” ways to use it, attempting to get as much information as possible with
the same spatial resolution. In this way, the standard topographic measurements
were gradually complemented with all sorts of “local spectroscopies” [2]. These
developments were also driven by the fact that the STM lacks direct chemical sen-
sitivity: the images result form the convolution of the electronic structure of the tip
and the sample, and unraveling the chemical nature of an adsorbed species from
its STM appearance is an highly non-trivial task, usually requiring the support of
theoretical methods [3, 4].
During my PhD I introduced for the rst time in our laboratory the Inelastic
Electron Tunneling Spectroscopy technique with an STM (STM-IETS), which allows
for measuring excitation energies of single atomic or molecular species adsorbed on
a surface, such as the vibrational modes of a molecule [5] or the ipping of a single
magnetic moment [6]. I focused in particular on vibrations, which are particularly
interesting from the catalysis point of view: the vibrational spectrum of a molecule
is not only a ngerprint of its chemical identity, but allows also to probe its inter-
actions with the local environment.
In this chapter I will rst introduce the physical basis of IETS and present the
measurement technique, detailing some of the key issues that I had tackle in order to
successfully perform these measurements. The aim of this chapter is twofold: rst, I
hope that this technical survey will help the reader to get an organic understanding
of the various aspects of STM-IETS; second, I want to document the milestones
of the path I followed, in order to allow the reader interested in approaching this
technique to follow a more direct path. For the same reason, I chose to report in
some detail – in gure captions and in footnotes – the experimental conditions and
the particular settings used for the instruments.
An STM-IETS measurement involves positioning the STM tip over the molecule
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Figure 5.1: Electron tunneling trough an adsorbed molecule. The density of elec-
tronic states in the energy is schematically represented in blue, with ϵF denoting
the Fermi energy and V the sample bias voltage. The black line represents the po-
tential energy for the electrons. (a) Elastic tunneling, where the lled initial state in
the tip and the empty nal state in the sample have the same energy. (b) Inelastic
tunneling: if the energy e |V | of the tunneling electrons is greater than the quantum
~ω of an excitation, an electron can transfer part of his energy to it, ending up in an
empty state at lower energy. This process corresponds to a new, inelastic tunneling
channel.
of interest and then sweeping the bias voltage within the range of the relevant ex-
citations. The majority of the electrons tunnel elastically from a state at a certain
energy in the tip to a state at the same energy in the sample (gure 5.1a), but if the
energy e |V | of the tunneling electrons is greater than the quantum ~ω of an excita-
tion, an electron can transfer part of his energy to it, ending up in an empty state
at lower energy (gure 5.1b). In this way, when the threshold e |V | = ~ω is crossed,
a new inelastic tunneling channel opens, adding its conductance to the elastic one.
This conductance increase is detected as a kink in the I (V ) characteristic if the tun-
neling junction, or equivalently as a step in its rst derivative dI/dV (V ), or as a peak
in the second derivative d2I/dV 2(V ) (gure 5.2). These features mark the charac-
teristic energy of the underlying excitation, and are symmetric with respect to the
sample bias, since the inelastic process can be triggered indierently by electrons
tunneling from the tip to the sample or vice versa.
The invention of this technique was inspired by the conventional inelastic elec-
tron tunneling spectroscopy [7–9], where the same measurement is performed on a
dierent tunneling junction: the tip-molecule-sample system is replaced by a small
quantity of analyte adsorbed on a tiny insulating layer sandwiched between two
metal electrodes. The main strength of the conventional IETS when compared to
the other vibrational spectroscopies is its excellent sensitivity, allowing to detect
as few as 109 molecules. To this respect, STM-IETS reaches the physical limit: the
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Figure 5.2: Schematic eect of an inelastic process on the I (V ) characteristic of a
tunneling junction. The threshold e |V | = ~ω of an inelastic excitation is marked
by symmetric features in the I (V ) curve and in its derivatives. The conductance
change is grossly exaggerated.
single chemical bond [10].
This sensitivity comes to a cost: as can be expected form a technique collecting
its signal form a single molecule, the signal-to-noise ratio of STM-IETS is particu-
larly poor, making it exceptionally challenging and time-consuming. Experiments
report relative variations of the dierential conductance dI/dV (V ) at a vibrational
threshold which rarely exceed 10%, being usually much less. Moreover, the detected
modes are only a small subset of the vibrational spectrum of the molecule-surface
system. This behavior has been theoretically rationalized [11, 12], and arises from
the competition of two dierent processes: at the threshold for a vibrational exci-
tation a new inelastic channel opens up, but the conductance of the elastic one is
instead reduced. The magnitude of the observed features is the balance between
these two canceling eects, and if it is smaller than the experimental sensitivity, the
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threshold goes undetected. It might also happen that the balance is negative: STM-
IETS on O2/Ag(110) shows indeed a conductance decrease at a vibrational thresh-
old [13].
Due to this eect, the number of systems where this technique can be success-
fully applied, together with the quantity and quality of the information it can pro-
vide, critically depends on the achieved signal-to-noise ratio: an higher SNR allows
weaker features to be detected, and reduces the time needed to perform a measure-
ment. Indeed, most of the work required to introduce this technique in our labora-
tory was spent in optimizing its SNR. This eort required a thorough understanding
of many technical issues of STM-IETS, from the internals of a lock-in amplier, to
the quantitative characterization of the various contributions to the measured noise.
I report in the following sections the key steps of this optimization, arranging them
along two main themes: section 5.2 describes various methods to increase the sig-
nal, together with their intrinsic drawbacks; section 5.3 shows how it is possible to
reduce the noise, i. e. the standard deviation of the STM-IETS signal.
5.1 The STM-IETS technique
The direct dierentiation of the I (V ) curve to obtain d2I/dV 2(V ) is unfeasible due
to the poor signal-to-noise ratio of the I (V ) spectrum itself. For this reason, a phase-
sensitive detection technique is commonly used. A small sinusoidal modulation of
frequency fm is added to the bias voltage, and a lock-in amplier is used to extract
form the time-dependent tunneling current the real part of its Fourier component
at twice the modulation frequency. As will be discussed in detail in chapter 6, this
quantity is strictly related to the second derivative d2I/dV 2(V ). Internally, the lock-
in simply multiplies the current signal by a sinusoidal reference at 2fm and then
low-passes the result. The multiplication with the sinusoid shifts the Fourier spec-
trum of the input: part of the power previously at 2fm ends up at DC,1 where it is
then isolated form the noise by the low-pass lter. For the interested reader, ref-
erence [14] is an introductory but detailed explanation of the internals of a lock-in
amplier.
Entering into more detail, an STM-IETS measurement starts after having posi-
tioned the STM tip over a molecule, by allowing the feedback loop of the micro-
scope to x the tip-sample distance in order to get the desired tunneling current at
the sample bias used. The feedback loop is then turned o, the modulation is added
to the sample bias, and the latter is ramped in steps while recording the correspond-
ing lock-in output. After each bias ramp the measurement is repeated, sweeping the
voltage in the opposite direction: the comparison of the “forward” with the “back-
ward” spectra allows to spot possible artifacts related to residual thermal drift of the
tip-to-sample distance (as in gure 5.10), or to insucient settling of the lock-in l-
ter. The described measurement sequence is then repeated and the resulting spectra
1The remnant ending up at 4fm. This is easily seen by considering the trigonometric identity
cos(2pi 2fm t ) cos(2pi 2fm t ) = 12 +
1
2
cos(2pi 4fm t ).
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are averaged together until the desired signal-to-noise ratio is achieved, checking
from time to time for the possible lateral drift of the STM tip with respect to the
surface. The measurement carried out on a molecule is then repeated on the bare
surface and the two spectra are eventually subtracted, in order to highlight the fea-
tures related to the molecule itself.
Figure 5.3 shows a typical result of the above procedure, performed on a carbon
monoxide molecule adsorbed on a copper (110) surface. The antisymmetric peaks
at ±35 meV originate from the hindered rotation of the molecule [15], whereas the
peaks at −4 meV / +6 meV are relate to the hindered translation [16]. The position of
the latter peaks is strongly inuenced by the modulation broadening (section 5.2.2),
which convolves them with the surrounding spectral features: a proper antisym-
metric feature at ±5 meV is indeed obtained only at low modulation amplitudes
(Vm = 1.3 mVpk).
5.2 Improving the IETS signal
5.2.1 Tunneling resistance
The signal level can be increased by imposing a higher tunneling current at the be-
ginning of the spectroscopy operation, in order to bring the tip closer to the sample.
In this way, the tunneling resistance is reduced, and the same modulation voltage
will result in a stronger modulated current, and thus in an higher signal at 2fm. The
limit in this approach is set by the fact that reduced tip-to sample distances and high
tunneling currents can induce phenomena such as the desorption of the molecule of
interest, or its dissociation, diusion on the surface, binding to the STM tip, et cetera.
These phenomena can be triggered by various mechanisms, such as the chemical
interaction with the atoms of the tip, or the electric eld in the tunneling junction,
or the energy deposited into the vibrational modes of the molecule by the inelastic
electrons, and are the base of the controlled manipulation and chemistry of single
molecules [17]. The maximum usable current depends on the system under study,
and typically ranges from tens of nanoamperes, as in the case of CO/Cu(110), down
to few picoamperes, for weakly-bound organic molecules.
Actually, a higher tunneling current results also in an increased noise level, but
overall the signal-to-noise ratio increases, as can be seen in gure 5.4, which reports
the signal and the noise of a STM-IETS measurement onCO/Cu(110) as a function of
the tunneling current. The IETS signal is linear with the tunneling current, consis-
tently with a picture where a xed fraction of the tunneling electrons are scattered
inelastically, and was t with S (I ) = aS I . Conversely, the noise shows two contri-
butions, one linear in I and the other one independent from I , and was t with a
quadrature sum N (I ) =
√
(aN I )2 + b2N . The “SNR” panel shows a plot of the ratio of
these two functions, which is 0 for I = 0, and approaches the positive value aS/aN
for I → +∞.2 In conclusion, the SNR increases with the tunneling current because
2The t results are aS = (3.73 ± 0.03) × 10−3 ARMS/A, aN = (0.081 ± 0.002) × 10−3 ARMS/A,
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Figure 5.3: STM-IETS spectrum of CO/Cu(110). The upper panel shows the
measurements on the adsorbed molecule and on the bare surface, the lower one
their dierence. The antisymmetric peaks at ±35 mV marks the CO hindered ro-
tation, the ones at −4 meV / +6 meV the hindered translation. Tip stabilized at
V = −70 mV, I = 30 nA, modulation of Vm = 6.3 mVpk at fm = 4216 Hz, using
the bipolar pulse waveform described in chapter 6. The measurement required one
hour, being the average of 60 spectra on the molecule and 60 on the copper surface.
IETS signal was sampled in 1 mV steps, stabilizing the lock-in low-pass lter (fourth-
order RC with 30 ms time constant, having a roll-o of 24 dB/oct, f−3dB = 2.31 Hz,
ENBWLPF = 2.60 Hz) for 210 ms after each voltage step, before acquiring data for
5 ms.
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Figure 5.4: Signal, noise, and signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the tunneling cur-
rent, in a STM-IETS measurement of the hindered rotation feature of CO/Cu(110).
At each current, the IETS signal was sampled for 12 s: the “signal” panel reports the
average of the time series at each current (error-bars: ±1 standard deviation) , the
“noise” panel their standard deviations, and the “SNR” panel the ratio between the
two. Fits are described in the text. Bias voltageV0 = +36 mV, sinusoidal modulation
of Vm = 9.3 mVpk at fm = 1656 Hz.
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the noise has a component which is independent from I . For this reason, STM-IETS
measurements should be made at the maximum current the system under study can
withstand.
5.2.2 Modulation amplitude
Another obvious way to increase the detected IETS signal is to employ a stronger
modulation voltage, but at the price of a reduced resolution along the V axis: a
compromise has thus to be made between signal intensity and experimental reso-
lution. This modulation broadening was rationalized by Klein and co-workers [18],
who demonstrated that the lock-in output at twice the modulation frequency can
be expressed as a convolution of the second derivative d2I/dV 2(V ) of the current
with respect to the bias voltage, with an instrumental function ϕ:
out2(V0) =
+∞∫
−∞
dx d
2I
dV 2 (V0 − x ) ϕ (x ) (5.1)
The instrumental function was found to be
ϕ (V ) =

2
3pi
Vm
1 − ( VVm
) 2 32 for V ∈ [−Vm;Vm]
0 otherwise
(5.2)
and is plotted in gure 5.5.
From the above expression is evident that both the height and the width of
ϕ scale with the modulation amplitude Vm: this shows clearly why boosting Vm
bN = (0.18 ± 0.02) pARMS , aS/aN = 46 ± 1. The non-linear least squares Marquardt-Levenberg al-
gorithm was employed, as implemented in the gnuplot software.
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increases the output signal, but also spoils the voltage resolution. In chapter 6 I
investigate the origin of this broadening, discovering that it is indeed possible to
reduce it by employing a tailored modulation function instead of the commonly-
used sinusoid. This new modulation scheme increases both the energy resolution
and the signal level of the measurement, and can easily be applied not only to STM-
IETS, but also to any experimental situation where a lock-in amplier is used to
measure a second derivative.
Modulation is the most important factor contributing to STM-IETS resolution,
but not the only one: any eect which smears in energy the electron distribution of
the the sample and the tip will indeed result in a spectral broadening. For instance,
if the sample and the tip are not superconducting, temperature contributes with
a FWHM of 5.4kBT [19], which however is only 2.3 meV at 5 K. High-frequency
noise in the bias voltage signal can also have a similar eect, and is eliminated by
low-pass ltering.
5.3 Reducing the noise
The noise of a STM-IETS measurement is the noise at the output of the lock-in
amplier, originating from the uctuations of its input signal: the STM tunneling
current. Many contributions concur to the tunneling current noise, such as:
• unavoidable fundamental eects, such as the shot noise of the current, or the
thermal Johnson-Nyquist noise of the feedback resistor of the current ampli-
er;
• mechanical vibrations that modulate the tip-to sample distance, and thus the
tunneling resistance. These include sound waves that can propagate down
to the tunneling junction, originating for instance from the vacuum pumps
of the STM chamber, from the voices of the people in the room, from air
draughts, etc.
• electromagnetic radiation, that can couple to the cables which carry the tun-
neling current outside the vacuum chamber;
• an improper electrical grounding of the experimental apparatus;
• the digitizing noise of the ADC sampling the current signal.
Among these, some will be dominant, others negligible. In order to sort out
the most relevant contributions, these eects were characterized by measuring the
Power Spectral Density PSD(f ) of the I (t ) signal, which allowed also to get a prompt,
quantitative feedback on the various attempts to reduce the noise level. In the fol-
lowing I will quickly review its denition, physical meaning and relation with STM-
IETS noise; the uninterested reader can skip directly to formula 5.3.
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To dene the PSD it is useful to dene rst the truncated Fourier transform
XT (f ) of a signal x (t )
XT (f ) =
T
2∫
− T
2
dt x (t ) e−2piift
The PSD is then dened as
PSD(f ) = lim
T→+∞E
[ 1
T
∣∣∣XT (f )∣∣∣2]
where E denotes the ensemble average over dierent realizations of the random
process x (t ). This denition can be understood by considering that the squared
modulus of the Fourier transform
∣∣∣X (f )∣∣∣2 is proportional to the energy density at the
frequency f carried by the signal x (t ). The factor 1T , together with the truncation of
the Fourier transform and the limit T → +∞, are needed to dene a power (energy
per unit time). The physical dimensions of the PSD are [x]2/Hz, where [x] is the
dimension of x (t ), and it can be interpreted as the average power per unit frequency
carried by the signal itself. Indeed, the total power of x (t ), which is dened as its
variance, is given by
σ 2x =
+∞∫
−∞
df PSD(f )
If the signal x (t ) is fed into the input of a linear system, such as a lock-in amplier,
the variance of the output is instead given by
σ 2 =
+∞∫
−∞
df PSD(f ) |H (f ) |2
In words, the system collects noise only in the bandwidth dened by its frequency
response H (f ). With this respect, the lock-in amplier acts as a tunable band-pass
lter: its frequency response is non-negligible only in a very narrow band3 around
the modulation frequency fm, and both the bandwidth and fm can be chosen by the
experimenter. The previous equation can thus be approximated by
σ 2 ≈ PSD(fm)
+∞∫
−∞
df |H (f ) |2
= PSD(fm) ENBW
where the Eqivalent Noise BandWidth is dened as ENBW =
∫ +∞
−∞df |H (f ) |2. Even-
tually, dening the Linear Spectral Density
LSD(f ) =
√
PSD(f )
3For instance, the STM-IETS measurements presented in this work were acquired with a lock-in
−3 dB bandwidth of 4.62 Hz, corresponding to a −20 dB bandwidth of 15.60 Hz, and to a single-sided
equivalent noise bandwidth ENBWLPF = 2.60 Hz.
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the standard deviation of the output, i. e. the measurement noise, is given by
σ = LSD(fm)
√
ENBW
The detection bandwidth of a lock-in amplier is determined by its low-pass lter,
in particular we have
σ = LSDss (fm)
√
ENBWLPF (5.3)
where LSDss is the single-sided linear spectral density of the input signal,4 and
ENBWLPF the single-sided equivalent noise bandwidth of the low-pass lter.5 This
denition also accounts for the fact that the input noise power is split between
the in-phase and quadrature outputs of the lock-in. From now on we will refer to
single-sided quantities only, dropping the “ss” subscript.
The last equation shows that two factors concur to the measurement noise σ :
the spectral density LSD(fm) of the current signal at the modulation frequency fm,
and a bandwidth ENBWLPF dependent on the lock-in settings. Consequently, σ can
be lowered in two ways: by reducing LSD(fm), or by reducing ENBWLPF. The latter
strategy is discussed in section 5.3.2, and comes down to choosing a lock-in lter
with a narrower frequency response. This however will have a slower behavior in
the time domain, requiring thus longer measurement times. The former strategy
is discussed in next section, and can be pursued either by choosing fm to minimize
LSD(2fm), or by reducing the LSD baseline.
5.3.1 Lower noise level
The spectral density of the tunneling current has been estimated via the Welch’s
method, as described in reference [20]: after having sampled I (t ) with the STM elec-
tronics, the resulting time series has been divided in overlapping segments which
were then Fourier-transformed and averaged.6 To obtain a reliable measurement,
it is of paramount importance to avoid drifts in the average value of the tunneling
current, since there are noise components that are proportional to it, as was already
pointed out in section 5.2.1. To this end, we used the feedback loop of the STM
to automatically compensate for variations in the tip-to-sample distance. Its action
will, however, modify the low-frequency part of the spectrum: for this reason we
employed the minimum possible gain setting, verifying that in this way only the
frequency bins below 50 Hz were aected, and only marginally.
4All the spectral quantities introduced up to now are double-sided, involving also negative fre-
quencies. Since the Fourier transform of real signals is Hermitian X (−f ) = X (f )∗, it is custom-
ary to fold the PSD on the positive side of the frequency axis, introducing the single-sided quantity
PSDss (f ) = PSD(f ) + PSD(−f ) = 2 PSD(f ), with f ≥ 0. The total power of the signal is now given by
σ 2x =
∫ +∞
0
df PSDss (f ).
5This is the quantity usually reported, dened as ENBWLPF =
∫ +∞
0
df |H (f ) |2.
6The current was sampled for typically 21 s at a sampling frequency of 100 kHz (221 samples), the
overlap between segments was 50%, and a linear background was subtracted from each segment to
remove the DC component. Hann windowing was used to reduce the spectral leakage, accounting for
its ENBW.
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Figure 5.6: Linear Spectral Density of the tunneling current signal for various values
of the average current. Measurements were taken on a clean Au(111) surface at 5 K
with a Femto DPLCA-200 current amplier (gain 107 V/A, bandwidth 50 kHz) at a
bias voltage V = 100 mV.
Figure 5.6 compares the Linear Spectral Density acquired at dierent values of
the DC tunneling current. As we already noticed in section 5.2.1, at low currents
the main contribution to the LSD is the baseline of the current amplier, which is
instead negligible at high currents. The dynamic range of the LSD is quite high, so
by properly choosing the modulation frequency the noise oor can be easily reduced
by a factor of two. It is to be noted that the low-frequency region should be avoided,
since the PSD of the tunneling current of an STM has a 1/f -like behavior [21, 22].
From the spectroscopy point of view, we are not immediately interested in elimi-
nating the various instabilities that appear as peaks in the spectrum, such as the me-
chanical longitudinal eigenmode of the piezoelectric tube scanner around 23 kHz:
these can be avoided by a proper choice of the modulation frequency. A signicant
benet would instead come from lowering the LSD baseline, and to this end a very
eective optimization turned out to be the replacement of the standard Omicron
SPM PRE4 current amplier with a customized version of the commercial Femto
DLPCA-200. Figure 5.7 compares the noise curves of the two ampliers at various
gain settings and at a tunneling current of 1 nA. With the Omicron PRE4, STM-
IETS measurements at this current would have been performed at 2fm = 1850 Hz,
where the noise level was around 110 fARMS/
√
Hz. With the new Femto DLPCA-200,
the same measurements can be carried out at a noise level of 48 fARMS/
√
Hz at
2fm = 6600 Hz, and indeed the DLPCA-200 outperformed the Omicron amplier
at all the considered tunneling currents. The characterization of the noise perfor-
mance of the ampliers is summarized in table 5.1, which can be used as a reference
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Figure 5.7: Linear Spectral Density of the tunneling current, that allows compar-
ing the noise performance of two current ampliers at various gain settings. Mea-
surements were taken on a clean Au(111) surface at 5 K, with a tunneling current
of 1 nA and a bias voltage V = 100 mV. By replacing the Omicron PRE4 with a
Femto DLPCA-200 the noise oor at this tunneling current has been lowered from
110 fARMS/
√
Hz (yellow arrow) to 50 fARMS/
√
Hz (blue arrow). Only the part of the
LSD inside each amplier’s bandwidth is shown.
Table 5.1: Gain settings and optimal measurement frequency 2fm for dierent val-
ues of the tunneling current, using the Femto DLPCA-200 current amplier. The
reported minimum-noise frequency should be regarded as an indication of a region
where to look for the actual minimum.
current gain bandwidth 2fm LSD(2fm)
[nA] [V/A] [kHz] [kHz] [fARMS/
√
Hz]
100 pA 109 1.1 0.95 11
1 nA 108 7 6.6 48
10 nA 108 7 6.6 305
above 107 50 49.4 −
in choosing the best amplier gain and measurement frequency 2fm for a given
tunneling current. Needless to say, the values reported pertain to our system only;
for another STM in a dierent environment the stated characterization has to be
repeated.
Another attempt to reduce the noise level consisted in isolating the vacuum
chamber from the ground by means of four pneumatic damping legs (Newport Sta-
bilizer I-2000). The LSD analysis showed however that their overall eect was detri-
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mental: when the experimental system is oated on the legs, a very strong feature
appears in the tunneling current spectrum at frequencies near flegs = 2.6 Hz (g-
ure 5.8). This is probably due to the combined eect of the damping legs and of
the spring suspension of the STM head, both of which having a resonance at those
frequencies. Due to this eect, the current is now modulated both by a voltage
modulation at frequency fm and by a conductance modulation at flegs,
I = SV
= S0 cos(2piflegst ) (V0 +Vm cos(2pifmt ))
= S0V0 cos(2piflegst ) + S0Vm
(1
2
cos
(
2pi (fm − flegs)t
)
+ 1
2
cos
(
2pi (fm + flegs)t
))
where S is the rst-order conductance of the tunneling junction. Overall, the spec-
trum shows two sidebands at fm − flegs and fm + flegs, which enters the lock-in de-
tection bandwidth in a dI/dV (V ) measurement. These sidebands are instead not
detected around 2f , probably because they fall under the noise baseline of this mea-
surement. A general point is now evident: any mechanical noise close enough to
DC will aect spectroscopy measurements, by giving rise to sidebands inside the
detection bandwidth of the lock-in amplier.
Other optimizations were also performed, such as shutting down the mechan-
ical vacuum pumps, or removing the ground loops by using the vacuum chamber
as a single ground point for all the electronic equipment. Since the spectrum of the
tunneling current is very feature-rich, the eect of these modications is better visu-
alized by the relative dierence of the PSDs after (a) and before (b) the modication
(PSDa − PSDb)/PSDa. Preliminary, low-resolution measurements showed that the
improvements are limited to certain frequency regions, as gure 5.9 illustrates for
the case of the mechanical pumps. As such, these optimizations are of relative im-
portance for the spectroscopic measurements, since those frequencies could already
be avoided by a proper choice of the modulation frequency fm.
5.3.2 Longer measurements
The obvious way to reduce the standard deviation of a measurement is to spend
time in averaging. In a tunneling spectroscopy experiment this can be done in two
dierent ways: by repeating multiple times the acquisition of the whole spectrum,
or by spending more time in acquiring each of its points. In both cases the standard
deviation is reduced proportionally to the square root of the time employed: repeat-
ing a measurement N times and averaging scales the associated standard deviation
as 1/
√
N , whereas by increasing the duration of a single voltage step one can use a
lock-in lter with a longer settling time and thus a proportionally smaller ENBW:
the standard deviation of the lock-in output goes as
√
ENBW (equation 5.3).
The maximum duration of a measurement is limited by the stability of the tun-
neling junction: the tip has to stay still over the feature of interest for the whole
duration of the measurement, usually minutes or hours. The stability requirements
in the vertical and lateral directions are dierent: roughly speaking a lateral drift
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Figure 5.8: Linear spectral density of the tunneling current, showing the eect of
the pneumatic damping legs. The feature at flegs ≈ 2.6 Hz is present only when the
experimental system is oated on the legs. The same conductance modulation also
gives rise to two sidebands around the dI/dV signal at fm = 1490.8 Hz, whereas no
sidebands are visible around the d2I/dV 2 signal at 2fm, lying probably under the
noise oor of the measurement. The LSD was acquired over a CO molecule ad-
sorbed on Cu(110), at a sample temperature T = 5 K, tunneling current I = 20 nA,
bias voltageV = 36 mV (corresponding to the hindered rotation mode of CO), mod-
ulation amplitudeVm = 9.4 mVpk. The feedback loop of the STM was excluded, and
the Kaiser window was employed (α = 12/pi ≈ 3.82) to reduce the spectral leakage.
of 53 pm – the Bohr radius of hydrogen – is hardly ever a problem, since it would
still leave the tip over the feature of interest. On the contrary, a vertical approach
of the same magnitude would increase the conductance of the tunneling junction
by a factor of three.7 In an scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurement the ef-
fect of vertical drift can be characterized by rst acquiring a spectrum and then
repeating the same measurement sweeping the bias voltage in the opposite direc-
tion, as shown in gure 5.10, where the conductance increase due to the tip drifting
towards the surface causes an increase of the I and dI/dV (V ) signals. If this eect
is moderate, this procedure allows also to compensate to a certain extent by simply
averaging the two measurements.
Since the vertical position of the tip is reset by the feedback loop at the begin-
ning of each spectrum, the amount of vertical drift sets the maximum duration of
the single voltage sweeps and thus the measurement time per point. Instead, the
lateral drift dictates how many unattended repetitions of a measurement can be
7Assuming a reasonable value for k = 1 Å−1 in a tunneling conductance proportional to e−2kz ,
where z is the vertical position of the tip, see section 2.2.2.
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Figure 5.9: Relative dierence (PSDa − PSDb)/PSDa of the current PSD after (a) and
before (b) having switched o the mechanical vacuum pumps of the experimental
camber. The PSD is reduced in certain frequency regions. Measurements were per-
formed on a clean Au(111) surface at 5 K, with a tunneling current I = 10 nA and a
bias voltage V = 100 mV.
done before the experimenter has to manually re-center the tip over the feature of
interest.
Dierent mechanisms contribute to the drift, such as the thermal expansion or
contraction of the STM assembly (thermal drift), or the residual motion of the piezo-
electric scanner after a displacement (piezo creep), in particular the motion towards
the surface after having approached the tip into the tunneling position [23]. The
former is greatly reduced by allowing the STM to thermalize at low temperatures,
whereas the latter decreases logarithmically over time (see [24] and gure 5.11),
compelling the experimenter to wait at least 45 min after an approach before being
able to start a spectroscopy operation. Waiting is not the only possible solution:
the amount of lateral drift during a spectroscopy operation can be quantied by
comparing the subsequent and preceding topographic images [25]. This informa-
tion allows both to track the feature of interest, in order to automatically repeat the
measurement over it, and to correct for the drift while measuring. Similarly, the
vertical drift speed can be measured by recording the coordinate z of the STM tip
as a function of time, while keeping the tip still over the surface. Since the feedback
loop compensates for the vertical drift by displacing the tip in order to maintain a
constant tunneling current, the slope of the so measured z (t ) curve is (minus) the
instantaneous drift velocity, which can then be corrected in the following measure-
ments. Eventually, the piezo creep can be modeled and kept into account by a more
rened piezo driving system [26, 27]. All these schemes are feasible and have been
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Figure 5.10: Vertical drift of the STM tip during a spectroscopy operation. The
arrows indicate the direction of the voltage sweep. After a rst spectrum (green) the
measurement is repeated sweeping the voltage in the opposite direction (yellow).
Since the tip is drifting towards the sample, both the current and its derivative are
increasing.
demonstrated in literature, but they need a versatile enough STM control system
on order to be eectively implemented and routinely employed. If this is done, the
maximum duration of a measurement will then be imposed by the hold time of the
cryostat that maintains the STM at low temperature.
5.4 Benchmarking the results
I conclude presenting one of the most challenging measurements that the above-
described optimizations have made possible: STM-IETS of a cysteamine molecule
adsorbed on the (111) surface of gold. This investigation relates to the eld of
organic-based electronics, where a fundamental issue is the control of the charge-
transport at the interfaces between metal electrodes and functional organic lms.
To this end, the interposition of a Self-Assembled organic Monolayer (SAM) be-
tween the two can be used both to tailor the electronic properties of the interface –
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Figure 5.11: Vertical drift of the STM tip after having approached the sample. The
graph shows the displacement imposed to the tip by the feedback loop of the STM
in order to keep the tunneling current constant. The tip drift is equal and opposite
in sign, and here would tend to move it closer to the sample.
by varying the SAM composition –, and to get a more ordered lm with a reduced
defect density. Cysteamine (HS−CH2−CH2−NH2) is a small alkanethiol that can
be used for this purpose: on gold surfaces, it easily forms a SAM by means of thi-
olate bonds (Au−S), whereas its amino group (–NH2) can hydrogen-bind a second
molecule that presents a carboxylic group (–COOH). Further details on the scientic
background can be found in [28] and in the references therein.
Our ambitious goal was to characterize the low-coverage adsorption structures
of this species: the STM images presented indeed a variety of morphologies, and
we tried to assign them to the various possible adsorption conformations (single-
or paired-molecules, upright or bent ones) by measuring their vibrational spectra.
Unfortunately, this system proved to be particularly sensitive to reactions induced
by inelastic tunneling: for bias voltages |V | ' 350 mV the diusion of the molecule
on the surface is easily induced. The measurement had thus to be performed at a
maximum current of 15 pA, resulting in an STM-IETS signal of at most 14 fARMS,
more than 1500 times smaller than the 22 pARMS demonstrated in gure 5.3, and re-
quired a total measurement time of 18 h 52 min. Even at this low current, 9 spectra
out of the 542 acquired on the molecule (1.7%) were expunged from the average, be-
cause the corresponding I (V ) and dI/dV (V ) measurements showed discontinuities,
due probably to conformational changes of the molecule induced by the tunneling
electrons. In order to conrm that the d2I/dV 2(V ) characteristic of the tunneling
junction was not permanently modied by these events, the spectra were split into
four subsequently-acquired sets, checking then that the averages of the set were
compatible with each other. The resulting STM-IETS spectrum is probably the av-
erage over dierent conformations of the molecule, and shows the C−H stretch
feature at (+358 ± 3) meV [29]. The same is absent at negative biases, due proba-
bly to a reduced cross section and the high background contribution from the gold
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Figure 5.12: STM-IETS of cysteamine/Au(111). The arrow mark the C−H stretch
at (+358 ± 3) meV. Tip stabilized at V = −400 mV, I = 15 pA, modulation of Vm =
18.9 mVpk at fm = 375 Hz, using the bipolar pulse waveform described in chapter 6.
The measurement on the molecule required 13 h 13 min, being the average of 533
individual spectra, whereas the one on the copper surface required 5 h 39 min, being
the average of 232 spectra. IETS signal was sampled in 1 mV steps, stabilizing the
lock-in low-pass lter (fourth-order RC with 30 ms time constant, having a roll-o
of 24 dB/oct, f−3dB = 2.31 Hz, ENBWLPF = 2.60 Hz) for 180 ms after each voltage
step, before acquiring data for 5 ms.
surface.
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Chapter 6
Improving the resolution of a
lock-in measurement by
tailoring the modulation
This work stemmed from the eort in optimizing the STM-IETS measurement pre-
sented in the previous chapter; due to its more general relevance, not limited to
STM spectroscopies, it is the subject of a separate publication [1]. It would not have
been possible outside a scientic environment like the SSR group at the Tasc labo-
ratory, at the same time it is particularly “personal”, meaning that it comes from an
idea of mine, and that I personally conceived and performed the calculations, the
numerical simulation, and the experiments.
6.1 Introduction
Phase-sensitive detection with a lock-in amplier [2] is a general measurement
scheme nding the most diverse applications in science and technology. Just to
name a few, it is used in the measurement of electronic [3] or vibrational [4] prop-
erties of single adsorbed molecules with a Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM);
in the spectroscopy of paramagnetic centers in materials by means of Electron Para-
magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (EPR) [5]; in the high-sensitivity detection of
gas-phase species with Wavelength-Modulation optical absorption Spectroscopy
(WMS) [6]; in the characterization of the doping prole of semiconductors by ca-
pacitance-versus-voltage measurements [7].
Generally speaking, in all the mentioned examples the system under study is
stimulated by adding a sinusoidal modulation of frequency f to a parameter s used
as an excitation in the experiment. The lock-in amplier is then used to extract
the amplitude of the Fourier component at the h-th harmonic hf (h = 1, 2, 3, . . . )
from the time-dependent response R (t ) of the system. These Fourier components
are related to the h-th order derivatives dhR/dsh (s ) of the system’s response with
respect to the stimulus, which are the nal goals of the measurement.
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Phase-sensitive detection is fundamental in demanding experimental conditions,
for instance when the measured response R (t ) is dominated by 1/f -like noise [2]. In
these cases a proper choice of the modulation frequency f in a low-noise region of
the spectrum can increase the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the measurement by
orders of magnitude, allowing to precisely measure signals that would otherwise
be undetectable. In general, boosting the amplitude of the sinusoidal modulation
further improves the SNR, as the intensity of the recovered signal increases; at the
same time, though, the resolution along the s-axis is conversely reduced by the so-
called modulation broadening. A compromise has thus to be made, by trading signal
– and ultimately measurement time – for experimental resolution.
In this work we demonstrate both numerically and experimentally that this
modulation-induced broadening can be reduced by employing a tailored modula-
tion function in place of the commonly-used sinusoid. This result is based on a
mathematical analysis of the lock-in output, which reveals two key aspects of the
lock-in functionality. On one side, it shows that the signal at the h-th harmonic
is not simply proportional to the h-th order derivative, but contains also undesir-
able terms involving higher-order derivatives. Although this fact has been known
for a long time [8], these higher-order terms are usually neglected. On the other
side, we nd a quantitative relation between these higher-order components and
the modulation broadening, which is suggestive on how to systematically reduce
the latter.
From the experimental point of view, we tested the proposed scheme in Inelastic
Electron tunneling Spectroscopy (IETS) experiments with an STM [4], where the vi-
brational modes of a single molecule adsorbed on a conductive surface are detected
by measuring the second derivative d2I/dV 2(V ) of the current I tunneling trough
the molecule with respect to the bias voltage V between the sample and the tip of
the microscope. For this reason, without loss of generality, we focused the present
investigation on the detection of the second harmonic (h = 2). Indeed, the ideas
and analysis presented can be easily applied to all cases where a lock-in amplier
is used to measure a second derivative, and can also be extended to the detection of
derivatives of order h , 2. Our results are particularly suited for situations where a
better SNR would be desirable, but the modulation amplitude cannot be increased
since it is the factor limiting the resolution of the measurement.
The paper s organized as follows: we will rst present the analysis of the lock-
in output on which this work is grounded: then the numerical search for a better
modulation function will be illustrated; nally its performance will be experimen-
tally assessed. Since we are interested in STM-IETS experiments, from here on we
specialize our notation: the sample-tip bias voltage V will stand in for the stimulus
s , and the tunneling current I for the response R. For the sake of brevity, we will
also indicate the d-th derivative of the current with respect to the bias voltage as
I (d ) rather than dd I/dV d .
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6.2 Analysis of the lock-in output
In our search for a method to control and reduce the modulation-induced broaden-
ing, we start by investigating the analytical expression of the lock-in output.
The output of a lock-in amplier tuned to detect the h-th harmonic of the mod-
ulation frequency is [9]
outh (V0) =
2
T
T
2∫
− T
2
dt I (V0 +Vm cos(2pif t )) cos(2pihf t ) (6.1)
Here, the bias voltageV0 is modulated by a sinusoid of amplitudeVm and frequency
f . The lock-in amplier acquires the resulting modulated current I (t ), multiplies it
by a demodulating sinusoid at frequency hf and integrates over a period T = f −1.
Its output is thus the real part of the Fourier component at frequency hf of the
current I (t ), expressed as a peak amplitude. In most lock-ins the integration over
time is done by low-pass ltering, therefore the above expression is an idealization
asymptotically valid for measurement times much longer than the response time of
the lter. Moreover, this expression also neglects the possible phase shift between
the tunneling current response and the demodulation sinusoid, which however can
be easily compensated by dephasing the latter.
Starting from equation (6.1), Klein and co-workers [9] demonstrated that the
lock-in output at twice the modulation frequency (h = 2 in the equation) can be ex-
pressed as a convolution of the second derivative I (2) (V ) of the current with respect
to the bias voltage, with an instrumental function ϕ,
out2(V0) =
+∞∫
−∞
dx I (2) (V0 − x ) ϕ (x ) (6.2)
where the instrumental function was found to be
ϕ (V ) =

2
3pi
Vm
1 − ( VVm
) 2 32 for V ∈ [−Vm;Vm]
0 otherwise
(6.3)
ϕ (V ) is plotted in gure 6.1.
From the above expression is evident that both the height and the width of
ϕ scale with the modulation amplitude Vm: this shows clearly why boosting Vm
increases the output signal, but also spoils the voltage resolution.
Starting from the same equation (6.1), we derived a dierent expression for the
lock-in output at a generic harmonich. By expanding the current I as a Taylor series
aroundV = V0 (see appendix 6.A for details), we obtained a series of the derivatives
of I (V ) with respect to the bias voltage, namely
outh (V0) =
+∞∑∗
d=h
chd I
(d ) (V0) V
d
m (6.4)
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Figure 6.1: Instrumental function ϕ (V ) of a lock-in amplier detecting at twice the
modulation frequency, using a sinusoidal modulation of amplitude Vm.
where the weights chd are
c0d =
1
2d+1
(
d
2
)
!
for h = 0
chd =
1
2d−1
(
d+h
2
)
!
(
d−h
2
)
!
for h > 0
(6.5)
The series starts from the h-th derivative, and the starred sum means that only the
terms with the same parity of h are included, i. e. d = h, h + 2, h + 4, . . . . For
instance, the output at the second harmonic of the modulation frequency is
out2(V0) =
1
4
I (2) (V0)V
2
m +
1
48
I (4) (V0)V
4
m
+ 1
1536
I (6) (V0)V
6
m +
1
92160
I (8) (V0)V
8
m + · · · (6.6)
and involves all the even derivatives of I (V ).
Since the two expressions for the lock-in output, (6.2) and (6.6), are both derived
from equation (6.1), a direct link between them is expected. Indeed, as shown in
appendix 6.B, the weights c2d are related to the moments µd−2 of the instrumental
function ϕ:
(d − 2)! c2d = µd−2
V dm
(6.7)
valid for d ≥ 2, where the moments are dened as µ j =
∫ +∞
−∞ dV V
j ϕ (V ). There-
fore, for instance, the weight c2 4 of I (4) (V ) is linked to the variance µ2 of ϕ, thus
measuring its spread.
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6.3 The new modulation function
The analysis carried out in the previous section shows that the modulation broad-
ening is directly related to the presence of higher-order derivatives in the output of
the lock-in at h = 2. We now want to determine whether it is possible to reduce the
contribution of these unwanted components by using as a modulation function a
tailored, general periodic waveform instead of the traditional sinusoidVm cos(2pif t ).
If we express a generic modulating waveform by its Fourier series
mod(t ) = Vm
+∞∑
k=1
(ak cos(2pikf t ) + bk sin(2pikf t )) (6.8)
the lock-in output in equation 6.1 becomes
outh (V0) =
2
T
T
2∫
− T
2
dt I (V0 + mod(t )) cos(2pihf t ) (6.9)
Following once more the approach described in appendix 6.A, the output can be
expanded in a Taylor series of I around V0, leading also in this general case to a
series of the derivatives of I (V ):
outh (V0) =
+∞∑
d=h
c˜hd I
(d ) (V0) V
d
m (6.10)
The new weights c˜hd ({ak }, {bk }) of this series are a function of the sets of Fourier
coecients {ak } and {bk }, which uniquely dene the modulation waveform. There-
fore the c˜hd can be tailored to a certain extent by properly choosing the modulation
function. It is reasonable to argue that, for any given harmonic h, decreasing all the
weights c˜hd but the rst one c˜hh , will make the lock-in output outh (V0) more close
to the h-th derivative I (h) (V0), thereby reducing the modulation broadening. It is to
be noted that we did not investigate analytically under which conditions the lock-in
output in this general case can be expressed by a convolution with an instrumental
function, however from now on we will assume this hypothesis, which is consistent
with our numerical and experimental ndings.1
Continuing our investigation, we explored what happens when the modulation
function is changed in the case h = 2 by means of a variational approach imple-
mented within the Mathematica computational environment [10]. In the following
we will briey describe the general procedure and the main outcomes, whereas a
sample of our Mathematica code and some more technical details are reported in
1To this regard, in a preliminary investigation – not reported here – we demonstrated that the
lock-in output can always be expressed as a convolution if the modulation function is even-symmetric
and invertible upon restriction of the domain to t ∈
[
0, T
2
)
.
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Table 6.1: The nal optimized values of the non-zero Fourier coecients dening
by means of equation (6.8) the modulation function labeled “Fourier series” in g-
ure 6.2.
coecient value
a1 1.0000
a3 0.0412
a5 −0.2681
a7 0.1065
a9 0.1263
a11 −0.1218
a13 −0.0411
a15 0.0892
a17 −0.0115
the supplementing materials. As a rst step, we dened a trial modulation func-
tion of the form (6.8), truncated at a cut-o harmonic K . Second, we derived ana-
lytically the expression of the weights c˜2d as explicit functions of the coecients
{a1, . . . , aK , b1, . . . , bK }, along the lines described in appendix 6.A. By varying
the values of these coecients, we numerically minimized the square of the most
important undesired term (c˜2 4)2, while constraining (c˜2 2)2 ≥ (c2 2)2, in order to
enhance the relative weight of the second derivative I (2) (V0) in the measured sig-
nal. In this way we obtained a set {a1, . . . , aK , b1, . . . , bK } which denes our
new, optimized modulation function.
The top panel of gure 6.2 shows a comparison of the standard sinusoid with
dierent modulation waveforms. The wave labeled “Fourier series” is a typical out-
come of the above-described procedure, obtained with a trial function having Fou-
rier components up to the 17th harmonic of the modulation frequency (table 6.1).
The bipolar “pulse train” was instead obtained heuristically, by examining the op-
timized waveforms at dierent values of the cuto K , and assuming that they con-
verge to a simply shaped one for K → +∞. This function has a duty cycle of 0.5,
and is discontinuous at 2pif t = pi
4
, 3
4
pi , 5
4
pi , 7
4
pi , . . .
The performance of the new modulations was then assessed numerically, by
calculating the corresponding lock-in output using equation (6.9). First we checked
with a known I (V ) that in the small-modulation limit the second derivative I (2) (V )
is exactly retrieved, as expected. Subsequently we replaced I (V ) withV Θ(V ), where
Θ(V ) is the unit step function: since the second distributional derivative of V Θ(V )
is the Dirac delta δ (V ), in this way we could determine how the lock-in detects an
innitely sharp feature in the second derivative of the input. In other words, this is
a measure of the instrumental function of the lock-in, obviously under the hypoth-
esis that also with a general modulation the lock-in output can be expressed as a
convolution of the form (6.3). As can be seen in the lower panel of gure 6.2, the two
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new modulations lead to instrumental functions sharper than the one of the simple
sinusoid: this demonstrates that it is indeed possible to improve the resolution of
lock-in measurements by tailoring the modulation function.
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Figure 6.2: Three dierent modulation functions (top panel) with their correspond-
ing instrumental functions (bottom panel). Here the relative amplitude of the dier-
ent modulations was chosen to have instrumental functions with the same integral,
leading thus to the same signal level when measuring features of I (2) (V ) signi-
cantly wider than the modulation amplitude.
6.4 Experiment
To assess the performance of this new modulation scheme in a real experimental
scenario, we compared the eect of the “bipolar pulse train” modulation against the
standard sinusoid, by measuring by STM-IETS spectra. In particular we acquired the
low-energy vibrational spectrum of a single carbon monoxide molecule adsorbed on
the (110) surface of copper, a well-studied test system [11], due to the relatively high
intensity of the features at ±36 mV, associated to the CO hindered rotation.
We performed our experiments in a Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) system (base
pressure 2 × 10−8 Pa), where the Cu(110) single crystal was prepared by sputtering
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(1 keV normal-incidence Ne+ beam with the sample at room temperature) and an-
nealing cycles (900 K for 10 min, 2 K/s linear heating ramp, 0.5 K/s cooling). Carbon
monoxide (SIAD, purity 99.97%) was adsorbed on the sample, kept at T < 170 K,
by backlling the preparation chamber in the 10−7 Pa range, for a net exposure of
about 80 mL = 1.1 × 10−5 Pa · s. IETS measurements were performed using a com-
mercial Omicron LT-STM microscope, operated at a sample temperature of about
5 K, equipped with Omicron MATRIX control electronics and the standard Omicron
SPM PRE4 I/V converter (gain 3 × 107 V/A, bandwidth 40 kHz when connected to
the STM). The modulation was generated by a Tektronix AFG 3252 arbitrary func-
tion generator (bandwidth 120 MHz), synchronized to the Stanford Research Sys-
tems SR830 lock-in amplier used for detection. We modulated the sample bias at
a frequency f = 4216 Hz, with an overall noise density in the tunneling current
at 2f of the order of 660 fApk/
√
Hz, measured at I = 10 nA. The lock-in low-pass
lter was a fourth-order RC lter with a −3 dB cut-o frequency of 2.31 Hz (30 ms
time constant, 24 dB/oct roll-o), corresponding to an Equivalent Noise BandWidth
(ENBW) of 2.60 Hz. The phase shift between the modulation function and the de-
modulation sinusoid was chosen in order to zero the imaginary part of the lock-in
output (lock-in’s quadrature output). The acquisition of the IETS spectra started
after having positioned the STM tip over a CO molecule, with the feedback loop of
the microscope xing the tip-sample distance in order to get the desired tunneling
current at the sample bias used. The feedback loop was then turned o, the cho-
sen modulation was added to the sample bias, and the latter was ramped in 1 mV
steps while recording the corresponding lock-in output. To avoid artifacts due to
the nite response time of the low-pass lter of the lock-in, its output was allowed
to settle for 210 ms at the beginning of each voltage step, before acquiring data for
5 ms. After each bias ramp the measurement was repeated by sweeping the volt-
age in the opposite direction: the comparison of the “forward” and the “backward”
spectra was used to spot possible artifacts related to the residual thermal drift of the
tip-to-sample distance, or to insucient lter settling. The described measurement
sequence was repeated several times, averaging the resulting spectra until the de-
sired signal-to-noise ratio was achieved. Checks to correct for possible lateral drift
of the STM tip with respect to the molecule were performed from time to time. In
order to highlight the molecular features, from every measurement carried out on a
molecule a spectrum subsequently recorded on the bare copper surface was always
subtracted.
Since the voltage resolution can be traded for signal intensity by changing the
modulation amplitude, we compared the performance of the “bipolar pulse train”
against the conventional sinusoid in two dierent situations. In a rst test (g-
ure 6.3 top panel) the relative amplitudes of the two modulations were set in or-
der to yield instrumental functions characterized by the same width but dierent
maxima (inset), thus expected to yield the same voltage resolution with a dierent
signal strength. We repeated the IETS measurement on the same molecule using
both modulations, and indeed the “new” spectrum overlaps almost exactly to the
“conventional” one when scaled by a factor of 1.21. This is not surprising, because
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our situation is intermediate between two opposite limits, as explained in the fol-
lowing. On one hand, if the spectral features were much wider than the modulation
broadening, a perfect scaling would be expected, with a scale factor of 1.15, i. e. the
ratio between the integrals of the two instrumental functions. On the other hand,
if the features were much narrower than the modulation broadening, the two ex-
perimental curves would not be proportional any more, since the dierent shapes
of the two instrumental functions would dominate the spectra. The ratio between
the peak maxima would be 1.42, i. e. the ratio between the maxima of the two in-
strumental functions. As anticipated, the observed scaling factor is intermediate
between these two extrema.
In a second test (gure 6.3 bottom panel) we chose the modulation amplitudes
to yield the same experimental signal intensity at the CO hindered rotation features.
Indeed, as expected, in this case the new modulation shows a signicant improve-
ment, delivering a better resolved spectrum and conrming thus the validity of our
approach.
Finally, two general remarks on the bandwidth required by this new modula-
tion scheme: rst, there are no special requisites on the detection bandwidth, since
only the Fourier component at twice the modulation frequency f is measured, as
with the standard sinusoidal modulation. Second, an innite bandwidth is instead
needed to deliver a perfect pulse train to the system under investigation. In princi-
ple, thus, this measurement scheme could nd limited applicability in experimental
techniques where the available modulation bandwidth is instead small. Indeed, also
our modulation waveform was noticeably distorted by the nite cut-o – approxi-
matively 60 kHz, slightly more than 14f – of the modulation input of the Omicron
MATRIX electronics. To verify whether the shape of the instrumental function was
signicantly aected, we reduced the distortion by lowering the modulation fre-
quency from 4216 Hz to 304 Hz, and then repeated the measurement of gure 6.3.
Similar results were obtained, with a ratio of 1.22 – instead of 1.21 – between the
spectra acquired with the “new” and the “conventional” modulation. This means
that most of the sharpening of the instrumental function already comes form the
rst Fourier components of the modulation, as can be seen in the lower panel of g-
ure 6.2: the instrumental function of the “Fourier series” (cut-o at 17f ) is already
quite similar to the one of the “pulse train” (no cut-o).
6.5 Conclusions
By carefully examining what a lock-in amplier really measures we were able to
devise a more ecient modulation scheme, capable of increasing both the signal
level and the resolution of a second-harmonic lock-in measurement. In particu-
lar, at xed resolution we achieved a signal gain between 15% and 42%, depending
on the width of the measured features. This scheme was eventually veried in a
STM-IETS experiment, where the experimental realization is simple, requiring only
an arbitrary waveform generator to be added to the existing setup. However, this
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Figure 6.3: STM-IETS spectra of CO/Cu(110), using either the standard sinusoidal
modulation (dotted line) or the pulse train (continuous line) described in the text.
The insets show the calculated instrumental functions of the modulations used. In
the top panel the modulation amplitudes were chosen to yield the same voltage
resolution, whereas in the bottom panel they yield the same signal intensity at the
CO hindered rotation features at ±36 mV. Experimental parameters: (top panel) tip
stabilized at V = −70 mV, I = 20 nA, modulation amplitudes Vm = 9.4 mVpk for the
sinusoidal modulation and Vm = 8.9 mVpk for the bipolar pulse train; each mea-
surement required 22 min of acquisition time, corresponding to the average of 20
spectra on the molecule and 20 on the copper surface; (bottom panel) tip stabi-
lized at V = −85 mV, I = 15 nA, modulation amplitudes Vm = 19.0 mVpk for the
sinusoidal modulation and Vm = 15.4 mVpk for the bipolar pulse train; each mea-
surement required 5 min, corresponding to 4 spectra on the molecule and 4 on the
copper surface.
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scheme is not limited to this technique and can be used whenever a second deriva-
tive is measured with a lock-in amplier. Moreover, the ideas presented here can
be readily extended to the measurement of other derivatives, for instance in the
dI/dV (V ) electronic spectroscopy with an STM. Our results are particularly suited
for situations where i) a better SNR would be desirable; ii) the modulation amplitude
cannot be increased, since it is the factor limiting the resolution of the measurement;
and iii) it is feasible to drive the system under study with an arbitrary modulation
waveform.
We regard the present investigation as a simple but signicant proof-of-concept,
since we limited ourselves to a small subset of the possible modulation functions.
Indeed, the triangular instrumental function of gure 6.2 is not unique: we veried
that qualitatively dierent shapes are also attainable. In this regard, a still important
open point is the elucidation of the analytical relationship between the modulation
function and the corresponding instrumental function.
Eventually, substituting also the cos(2pi 2f t ) demodulation sinusoid with a Fou-
rier series would make the lock-in output a linear combination of the Fourier com-
ponents of I (t ) at the various harmonics of the modulation frequency. This can be
exploited to further reduce the contribution of unwanted derivatives in the mea-
sured signal, and thus the modulation broadening. In doing this it should be kept in
mind that the detection bandwidth has to be above the highest Fourier component
included in the demodulation function used, and that the RMS value of the latter
has to be limited, since the collected noise is roughly proportional to it.
Appendices
6.A Lock-in output as a series of derivatives
Here we derive the expression (6.4) of the lock-in output as a series of the derivatives
of I (V ).
First we expand the current I in a Taylor series around V = V0, assuming that
I (V ) is suciently well-behaved that his Taylor series converges to I (V ) itself for
any Vm of experimental relevance.
I (V ) = I (V0 +Vm cos(2pif t ))
=
+∞∑
d=0
1
d! I
(d ) (V0) (Vm cos(2pif t ))d
Then, using Euler’s formula and the binomial theorem to expand the cosd (2pif t )
terms, we obtain
=
+∞∑
d=0
1
d! I
(d ) (V0) V
d
m
1
2d
d∑
k=0
(
d
k
)
e2pii (2k−d )ft
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By dening a new sum index h = 2k − d and rearranging the equation we get a
series of complex exponentials
=
+∞∑
h=−∞
e2piihft
+∞∑∗
d= |h |
1
2d
(
d+h
2
)
!
(
d−h
2
)
!
I (d ) (V0) V
d
m
where the star means that only the terms with the same parity of |h | enter the sum
over d , i. e. d = |h |, |h | + 2, |h | + 4, . . . . To go from exponentials back to sinusoids
we pick out the h = 0 term and pair the h and −h ones, obtaining
I (V ) =
+∞∑
h=0
cos(2pihf t )
+∞∑∗
d=h
chd I
(d ) (V0) V
d
m
where
c0d =
1
2d+1
(
d
2
)
!
for h = 0
chd =
1
2d−1
(
d+h
2
)
!
(
d−h
2
)
!
for h > 0
and d ≥ h has the same parity of h. Inserting this expansion for I (V ) in the expres-
sion (6.1) for the lock-in output, the orthogonality of sinusoids leaves only one term
in the sum over h, leading to
outh (V0) =
+∞∑∗
d=h
chd I
(d ) (V0) V
d
m
which is equation (6.4).
6.B Link between the two expressions for the lock-in
output at 2f
Here we show the equivalence of the expressions of the lock-in output at twice the
modulation frequency respectively as a convolution with an instrumental function
(equation 6.2), and as a series of the derivatives I (d ) (V0) (equation 6.4 with h = 2),
by deriving the relation (6.7) between the weights c2d of the series and the moments
of the instrumental function ϕ dened in equation (6.3).
The moments µ j are dened as
µ j =
+∞∫
−∞
dV V j ϕ (V )
Since ϕ is zero outside the interval [−Vm ,Vm], the integration can be limited to this
range. ϕ is an even function, so the odd moments vanish, whereas for the even ones
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one has
µd−2 = 2
Vm∫
0
dV V d−2 ϕ (V )
Inserting here the expression (6.3) of ϕ and dening the new integration variable
y = V 2/V 2m, we arrive to
=
2
3pi
V dm
1∫
0
dy y
d−3
2 (1 − y) 32
where the integral denes Euler’s beta function B ( d−1
2
, 5
2
) = 3pi (d−2)!
2d ( d
2
+1)! ( d
2
−1)! . Thus
µd−2 =
1
2d−1
(
d
2
+ 1
)
!
(
d
2
− 1
)
!
(d − 2)! V dm
where, using the denition (6.5) of the c2d , we arrive at equation (6.7)
(d − 2)! c2d = µd−2
V dm
We turn now to the convolution (6.2)
out2(V0) =
+∞∫
−∞
dx I (2) (V0 − x ) ϕ (x )
First we develop I (2) (V ) in a Taylor series around V0, which needs to converge to
I (2) (V ) only inside the interval [−Vm ,Vm], sinceϕ is zero outside it (see equation 6.3).
=
+∞∫
−∞
dx
+∞∑
j=0
1
j! I
(2+j ) (V0) (−x ) j ϕ (x )
We then dene the new sum index d = j + 2 and rearrange, using the fact that ϕ is
an even function
=
+∞∑
d=2
I (d ) (V0)
1
(d − 2)!
+∞∫
−∞
dx xd−2 ϕ (x )
The integrals are the moments µd−2 of ϕ derived above; since they vanish if d − 2
is odd, we arrive to the expression (6.4) of the lock-in output at 2f as a series of
derivatives of I (V )
=
+∞∑∗
d=2
c2d I
(d ) (V0) V
d
m
where the starred sum indicates that only the even terms d = 2, 4, 6, . . . are in-
cluded.
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6.C The code
A sample of the Mathematica code used to search for better modulation functions
and to assess their performance is available on-line. We used as a trial modulation
function a sum of cosines of the odd harmonics of the modulation frequency, instead
of the most general Fourier expansion of equation (6.8), for two specic reasons.
First, for a general modulation the lock-in output outh at a certain harmonic h is a
series of all the derivatives I (d ) of order d ≥ h. To have only the derivatives of order
d of the same parity of h, as it is the case for the traditional sinusoidal modulation,
it is sucient to include only odd-k terms in the Fourier expansion (6.8). Second,
the main weakness of the method we use is that we minimize (c˜2 4)2 only. As soon
as the number of Fourier coecients of the modulation function gets high enough,
it is easy to end up in a minimum of |c˜2 4 | where instead |c˜2d | > |c2d | for d > 2,
leading eventually to a wider instrumental function. One could further constrain
(c˜2 6)
2 ≤ (c2 6)2, (c˜2 8)2 ≤ (c2 8)2, . . . or minimize a suitable combination of the
c˜2d , but the computational cost would quickly become an issue. For this reason we
excluded the sine terms to limit the number of variables in the minimization, getting
thus an even-symmetric modulation function.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and outlook
In this thesis work model systems for heterogeneous catalysis have been investi-
gated by means of a combined approach, where the molecular-level insight provided
by low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy is complemented by density-
functional-theory calculations of their electronic structure.
By comparing the experimental and DFT-calculated STM images of single CO2
molecules and molecular complexes, the precise adsorption geometry of CO2 ad-
sorbed on Ni(110) has been determined. Whereas this closed-shell molecule usu-
ally physisorbs on transition-metal surfaces, in the case of Ni(110) it is found in
a chemisorbed state, characterized by an high electron transfer from the surface
and a bent geometry. This activated species is a precursor for CO2 hydrogenation
to methanol, explaining the peculiar activity of Ni-based catalysts towards this re-
action. It is to be noted that the structure of this intrinsically disordered system
cannot be determined by the usual surface-sensitive diractive techniques, such as
SPA-LEED or XPD.
The same combined approach allowed us to characterize the structure of the
NH3−NO coadsorption complex on the (111) surface of platinum, which was shown
to be a 2 × 2 ordered adlayer where ammonia sits on top and NO on fcc-hollow
sites. The strength of this picture arises from the agreement between the adsorption
characterization provided by DFT and the existing experimental results. The two
molecules interact via a surface-mediated charge transfer form the NH3 lone-pair
orbital to NO pi ∗ one, as was previously detected by NEXAFS, and the calculated
vibrational energies of both the coadsorption structure and of its constituents t
the experimental spectra found in literature. Evidence was found about a direct
hydrogen bond between the hydrogen of ammonia and the oxygen of NO, which
contributes to the complex stability together with the more important substrate-
mediated interaction.
NH3 and NO are stabilized in a coadsorption layer where the two molecules are
in a favorable geometry to react together, and the question naturally arises whether
this same complex has a relevant role in the selectivity of NO reduction also in real
reaction conditions (ambient pressure or above, and temperatures up to 300 ◦C).
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A proper answer requires further investigation: rst of all the possible inuence
of other coadsorbed species should be taken into account, such as oxygen, which is
always present in combustion exhausts. Secondly, an indication about the relevance
of the pressure gap in the present case could come from in situ measurements up to
near-ambient or reaction conditions, for instance by means of High-Pressure X-ray
Photoelectron Spectroscopy (HP-XPS), or Sum-Frequency Generation vibrational
spectroscopy (SFG).
for the rst time in our laboratory, I have performed vibrational spectroscopy
on single molecules by means of the STM-IETS technique. The key to the success-
ful introduction of this challenging method has been a thorough understanding of
the role of the various experimental parameters (tunneling current, modulation fre-
quency, lock-in settings, . . . ) on the achieved signal-to-noise ratio. The frequency-
dependent spectral density proved to be an essential, powerful tool to characterize
and rationalize the dierent eects involved. The work done up to now allowed to
depart from standard test systems – CO/Cu(110)– to successfully measure a 1500-
times weaker signal, namely on the cysteamine molecule chemisorbed on Au(111).
Further improvements are however foreseeable with the introduced methods. For
instance, the spectral density of the voltage driving the piezoelectric actuator of the
STM tip should be measured, to understand whether this is the factor limiting the
noise baseline at high tunneling currents.
This characterization and optimization regarded also the energy resolution of
STM-IETS spectra. To this respect, by carefully examining what a lock-in amplier
really measures, we discovered that it is possible to increase both the signal level
and the resolution of a second-harmonic lock-in measurement. This is done simply
by using a tailored modulation function, dierent from the commonly-used sinu-
soid. In particular, at xed resolution we achieved a signal gain between 15% and
42%, depending on the width of the measured features. This scheme was veried in
a pilot STM-IETS experiment, but it is not limited to this technique, and can be used
whenever a second derivative is measured with a lock-in amplier. Moreover, the
ideas presented can be readily extended to the measurement of other derivatives,
for instance in the dI/dV (V ) electronic spectroscopy with an STM. Many questions
remain open, such as the elucidation of the analytical relationship between the mod-
ulation function and the corresponding lock-in instrumental function, or the possi-
bility to tailor also the demodulation function.
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